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AVATAR MEHER BAB A

/

"I am the Ancient One

come to redeem the modern world"

•'I have come not to teach, but to awaken"
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P R E F A C E

The material of this publication was got ready before those
eventful days (3ist January liCS and 7th February 1£69) when
■all the Lovers of AVATAR MERER BABA were shaken and sank
in gloom. Thereafter, several pertinent enquiries have been
'made, or questions have been put, by many. Hence, it became
necessary to add those Questions in this publication and answer
them not so much as the final answers which.might be<con-
vincing to the intellectual or rational mind of the worldly man,
but more as thought-provoking ones to a pilgrim on the Spirit
ual Path, and passing on the views held. They are Questions
Nos. 10, 37, 41 and 63. Many of the Answer^qomplTed befofb
31-1-1C09 have not been changed. - 7

Let me share with the readers the following eXcerpt'froth a
recent message to the Western lovers of Baba ttom Mani
(Baba's sister):

"I believe that His dropping His body is to release His Word
to bis Creation before His Manifestation, because a day before dro
pping the body, Baba said that all his suffering bad been^a prepara
tion for the 'One Word'. M ay we never be absent in onr faUh and
love to receive it from Him who is always with us ; "

Those who have known Meher Baba for many years
many of them including myself are now living have no sort
of.difficulty in expecting anything at any time from Meher
Baba. He is UNIQUE. He can do anything and we unhesitatingly
can affirm that every word uttered by Beloved Meher Baba will
be fulfilled...in His own inscrutable ways and in His time. His
Kingdom will come to Earth and Ail Glory be to Him and will
be to Him. But, patience, alertness and faith are needed
why did He ask us to see that 'His daairan' does not (as jt



(ii)

quite easily) slip out of our hands!!! In this School of daily Life,
He wants us to practise the LOVE He has taught us...and for
that effort. He has already granted us all His Love and Grace.
U now depends on us to avail of the opportunities of life andbe more and more responsive to the 'ajvakening- of His love

to, Baba) iato us. The deeper the experience, the more intimat^iv i
to knowGod (Baba). When we cannot find God (005^) ̂we
can be found by God (Baba). ^ aba), we

LOVE NEVER FAILETH, LOVE NEVER LETR ...i-trs GO OF US,

There comes a time in our life when we cannot f
but can be found by God (MEHER BABA)" God,
H. T. Hamblin (a great Mystic).

This Second Edition was hinted and, in a way, inspired by
Beloved Baba in October 1968 and later, also blessed by Hin, ,•
January 1969. The same has now received the good wishes of
Babe's Mandali. I am also authorised to state that this Preface
and the Answers to the Questions Nos. 10 37 41 and 63 have
a'so the approval of Brothers ERUCH and ADI K. IRANI.

February 1969 C. S. CHAR!
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(M'. '■■■ :
n  84 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

ON
AVATAR MEHER BABA

Question J. Who is Meher Baba ?

Ans. (!) Please read booklets, such as, "Who is Meher
Baba?" or "Introductory Life-Sketch of Meher Baba" or other
similar tracts. He is an International Personality now.

(ii) He is the essence of your very being which provokes
you to ask this question.

(iii) He is the Awakener who will awaken humanity from
its sleep of ignorance to the knowledge of its true Self.

(iv) He is the Arouser who will arouse man to the consci
ousness of his rightful divine heritage.

(v) He is the Light which will dispel the darkness of our
selfishness, and make us aware of our oneness in God.

(vi) He is the True Friend, who has come to guide mankind
to the path of Truth. He is "the Deliverer of the world."

(vii) He is God in human form—"Antaryami" ( = Omni-
scient).

(viii) He is the Saviour, the Messiah, the Christ, the
Rasool, the Avatar« the Buddha.

(ix) He is the answer to all questions.

(x) He is the Avatar, the God-Man.

(xi) He is unquestionably acknowledged and proclaimed as
"Limitless Love", also as "The new Messiah" by the Great
Ones.
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(xii) He Himself asserts : "The GOD-MAN is here among
men to give them Lcve of God and to awaken them to the

Reatity that GOD ALONE IS REAL AND ALL ELSE IS
ILLUSION—A DREAM".

Question 2. Why is He called an Avatar ?

Ans. (i) He is not an Avatar. He is the Avatar. The same
One God who rranifests on earth at different times, in different
forms, under different names is the Avatar. Meher Baba is
called the Avatar because He is the Avatar. He cannot be called
other than what He is.

(11) He is the Avatar, not an Avatar. He is called the Avatar
because he is God in the form of a human being, the God-Msn.
The difference between an ordinary man and God-Man is this '
The ordinary man is not yet conscious of his inherent Godhood
but fully conscious only of his manhood. The God-Man is fu,|y
conscious of His Godtiood ancf manhood simultaneously,
continuously sxpcianccs Infinite Knowledge. Infin,,^
end Infinite Btiss. Ha simultanaously suffers with, and
each one of His creation. As God. Man. o helps
Age alter Age. individually and universally.

(Ill) Avatar is the Manifestation of God m the form of a
At intervals, God manifests on earth in human form be-

cause of His Love for His children. As God is One, the Avatar
cannot be more than one. The Avatar is the one and only God-

on earth. There cannot be two Avatars at any time. -

(iv) When God mingles among men as one of them. He is
Called the Avatar. Ail other so-called avatars can only be ava-

in name, not in fact.

^  Question 3. What is the significance of the expressions
'Avatar" and "Sadguru ?"

Ans. "Avatar" = God-Man = is Oceanized individual.
"Sadguru" = Man-God = is Individualized Ocean.



Question 4. ^Vhat makes you believe that Pe Is the Avatar ?

Ans. One's belief or faith is an inner revelation, a ,deep
conviction, that cannot be communicated to by. words,
It has to be a personal experience. We believe that Meher Baba
Is the Avatar, because in Him we find the affirntation of the
existence and attributes of God. There are hundreds of thou
sands who are fortunate to have experienced this, who believe
that Meher Baba 1$ the Avatar. Mere intellectual knowledge is
quite different from one's inner experience. We have his own
assertions which are very authoritative and cannot be treated
lightly.

The attributes of the Avatar: (i) The stimulation of ̂ is div>-
nely human example; (ii) the nobility of a life supremefy
(iii) of a Love unmixed with desire; (iv) of a pQwer und^d ex
cept for others; (v) of a peace untroubled by ambitlan; (tv>) Ot a
Knowledge undirnmed by illusion. Baba has-all these,.

Question 5. Why is Meher Baba ohserving "Silence" ? ;

Ans. For the benefit of mankind.

Meher Baba says:* "The voice that is heard deep within
the soul is my voice. Through those who are receptive to this
voice, I speak eternally. My outward silence is no spiritual
exercise. It has been undertaken and maintained fot the good

of others. I bind myself with silence, that, wheMi bteak it^
mankind will realize what real freedom is."

Question 6. When will He break Bis "Silence"?

Ans. (i) Two parties cannot talk simultaneously. Ohe has"

to talk and the other has to listen. Meher Baba will "break His

Silence" when the world is ready to listen to his Word and"

* "says" means "communicates through gestures (since 7-16-T954), aifd'
prior thereto, through either gestures or an Ehglish. aifihaBet hoiW'd''.

Meher Baba has teen obs.ervtng complete silence Irotn IjOthlnly i?'2S. ,



when the time is ripe.

(ii) Meher Baba says; "People have asked me when I will
'break my silence'. I, in turn, have asked them, if my Silence
does not speak, then, of what avail would be speeches made by
the tongue?"

(Please also see Appendix).

Qnestion 7, How does He comnmnicate? j

Ans. (i) Through His divine Love which reaches the hearts
of all who come in His presence.

(ii) Through the language of the heart which i« /
^ove-pure

divine Love.

(iii) Through the silent language of the heart whinh
"iiicn IS more

potent than any spoken word. (The human tongue is not alw
the only means of communication).

(Iv) Through the gestures of his hands, which is mor
expressive and eloquent than the spoken word. (Til, 7^^. OctJ®
ber 1954, He used an English alphabet-board also).

Question 8. Why has He been putting ofT "the breaking of
His Silence" from time to time?

Ans. Because of Infinite Compassion ("DAYA", "anU-
KAMPA", "KARUNA"). The time is evidently not yet ripe.

Although a doctor knows that his patient will take a long
time to recover, he comforts him by saying he will get well
soon. Every time the doctor sees the patient he assures him that
he will soon be feeling quite well and strong and to help him

do so he promises his discharge from hospital in a week—then
another week—and yet another week—until finally the day arri
ves when the patient is fully recovered and obtains release. The
God-Man is the Divine Doctor or Messiah who has come to heal
a very sick humanity. The breaking of His Silence will release



humanity from its ignorance of the purpose of God s Creation.
His messages on "Breaking His Silence" have been collected
and are available separately. They are significant and unique.

"The present world chaos is the beginning of spiritual ma
nifestation. To illustrate: If a man develops a cataract in his
eye, the cataract raises a curtain over his vision and he cannot
see properly. The only remedy is to remove the curtain, which
means an operation by an eye specialist. But not before the
doctor sees that the cataract is ripe enough for the operation
otherwise he allows it to grow ripe.

"Similarly, the present chaotic condition of the world is
due to materialism, which has developed self-interest and greed
in mankind, raising a curtain which obstructs spiritual vision
and development. It has grown so bad now as to create chaos
all over the world, a clear indication that the cataract is ripe
and almost ready for the operation.

"The operation over, the disease of ignorance; greed and
just will be removed and the spiritual vision of the world will
once again be restored. The Doctor-Master is ready for the
operation, awaiting only the ripening of the cataract.

— (Meher Baba).

"I have been saying : the Time is near, it is fast approach
ing, it is close at hand. Today, I say ; THE TIME HAS COME.
Remember this." (13-10-1868) — Meher Baba.

Qaestion 9. Why does Meher Baba remain in seclusion most
of the time?

Ans. Because as the time of His manifestation approaches.
His intensified universal work demands His undivided attention.
Also, perhaps, to make His lovers impatient to see Him and

make them feel His presence all the more when He steps out of

seclusion and gives His darshan.

Question 10. Is Meher Baba living now? We learnt that he



died on 31st January 1969 and that His body rras interred in a tomb

on^thFcb. 1969. (What did he die of? Was he 'Stabbed in the

back'? Did he die a violent death?)

Ans. In one sense, AVATAR MEHER BABA (THE MEHER
BABA) is living and eternally living. Even as to the dropping of
the 'physical body', although in the worldly sense, according to
the medical opinion and in the view of the Committee of per
sons who decided to inter that physical body on 7th. Feb. 1969
(for more reasons than one) he is dead, there are many persons
who still believe that Meher Baba is still alive. In any event, as
Meher Baba often used to declare '1 AM NOT THIS BQdY', the
present non-existence of the body has not much importance
with His Avatarhood, His work 'IN SILENCE', His uttering His
WORD OF WORDS, and His 'Manifestation'. We have to un

derstand the deep meaning and significance of Meher Baba's

utterances in the proper sense, and not in the common man'g
Way,

Those who have some faith in the Science of Ast.oiogy
Will find the foflowing insiroctive-vide The Awake,er
Vol. II, No. 1, page 12

"...He dies under Mercury, Mercury is very bad in this
horoscope, good for the occult and bad for the health. Mercury
's ruled by Jupiter and Neptune. Neptune gives mostly unusual
^eath.causes which cannot be clearly diagnosed. No physician

^ind the clear cause of this man's death. Could he be mur-
"lered? No. The planet of death. Mercury, is m a very good
®®Pect with Jupiter, from the fourth house, showing that he

a natural death in his home, but as already said, the true
Will not be found. His open enemies cannot cause his

'loath; Unknown enemies also cannot come into consideration,
^ould be an unknown sickness...'.

This was what happened i i

^sba's body is entombed in a tomb up the Meherabad Hill



built in 1938 as per Babe's inslructibhs. Baba, ih 1^55 and in
1957, took His lovers to that Tomb and said: "Wbeb 1 leave
this body, it vviil have its rest in th® Totnb on< this hill. After
seventy years, this hill will turn into a place of world pilgri-
inage where lovers of God, philosophers i
come to pay homage to the Tomb.
that you are here in my living presence and tbat you could
bbKife op the Hill with me 1 1.;.A big tdwii will "P here...
Those of you who have not seen the Tomb before Should go
there, see it and pay respects, with a firm jesolve 0) that you
will try to love Me wholeheartedly, and (ii) that you would try
your best to give happiness to others at the cost of your own
hapi^ihess and comfort. Having rtia^e tHil teSdlva, ry to follow
Up these twd things honestly"-(Vide 'The /iwakensr f Vol. V.
No. 3, page 12, and Vol. VII, No. 3, page 29 to 31)i .

.  Qoestioo II. What did He acloally do "heo tie is iKseclusion?
Ans. He attended to His UniversaV 'db tfie "inner

plahes" of consciousness, of Which wecan h'av6 no .idea. At
such times He wished to remain absolutely undisturbed by
visitors, or correspondence, etc. Also He says, everyone does
something but He does nothing.

Question 12. What is Meber Baba's Religion?

Ans. He belongs to no religion. Every religion belw to
Him. He says, "My personal religion is My being the Ancient
infinite one; and the teligiori I impart to Sfl is L'oVe fbT God
^hich is the truth of all religions."

Question 13» What are His teachings?

Ans. (i) Remember God, and love Gocfv dhd fdfg6fVotirs%1l
and everything.

(il) He does not teach, but av)akeri in us' fbvb tbr '6Bd.

(lii) "Baba says: 'LOVt do not worship rne'".
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j  ''He says:'1 AM GOD' and then, shows the God in

,  you."

"He says: 'I AM THE HIGHEST OF THE HIGH' and

yet, he bows down to the lowest of the low".

(iv) "He knows the complete past and future, yet He

makes us live in the Present".

"He never makes gifts to us. He reveals the Treasure
within".

"BABA IS—hard to understand, easy to love, difficult
to know, impossible to realize—so, TRY j i"

"He does not ask for faith in him, but faith in SELF.

He does not ask that you love him, but LOVE HIM IN
ALL.

<  He does not ask for obedience to him (as a person)^
but as truth.

He asks for surrender only to the Divine Will
in Him,

In Him dear

in you diffuse.

Question 14. What, in Meber Baba's opiaioo, is the Real
meaning and purpose of life ?

Ans "It is become identified with the Universal Self, and
thus to experience infinite Bliss, Power,
finally to be able to impart this experience to others, and make
them see the One Indivisible Infinity existing in every phase of

life."—(Meher Baba).

"The purpose of life is to realize God with in ourselves...to
realize our oneness with the Infinite. This can be achieved
through Love for God. This can be done even whilst attending
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to our worldly duties. In the everyday walks of life and amidst
intense activities, we should feel detached and dedicate our

doings to our Beloved God." — Meher Baba.

Qaestion l5. What is life?

Ans. Meher Baba, to this question smilingly, replied thus:—

"Life is a Mighty Joke. He who knows this can hardly be
understood by others. He who does not know it finds himself
in a state of delusion. He may ponder oVer this problem day
and night, but will find himself incapabje of knowing it. Why?
People take life seriously, and God lightly; whereas, we must
take God seriously, and take life lightly. Then, we know that
we always were the same and will ever remain the same,..the

Originator of this Joke. This Knowledge is not a'chieved by
reasoning. But it is the KNOWLEDGE OF EXPERIENCE."

(Vide'T/re AwaAre/rer", Vol. I, No. 2, page 9)

Question 16. Will any changes take place in the existing re
ligions when Meher Baba imparts the ''spiritual push'* to the world?

Ans. "All collective movements and religions have hinged

round one Personality who supplied the motive force. Without

this centrifugal force, all movements are bound to fail. Socie-

fie's and organizations have never succeeded in making people

attain spiritual perfection.

"Apparently, Meher Baba's meCsage pertains to Divine

Love, Universal Brotherhood, right living, and the elirriination

of the motive of self-interest. But, in reality, MEHER BABA
HAS NOT COME TO TEACH. HE HAS COME TO AWAKEN.
By the power of the Divine Love, which flows from Him conti
nually. He transforms the consciousness of those who come to

Him for liberation, that they may know, through experience,
what the philosophers have tried to teach theoretically through

the ages." — (Meher Baba).

"I am not come to establish any cult, society or organisa-
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tion; not even to establish a new religion. The religion that 1

shall give teaches the knowledge of the ONE behind the many.
The book that I shall make people read is the book of the heart
that holds the key to the mystery of life. I shall brin^ about a

happy blending of the head and heart. I shall revitalize all reli

gions and cults and bring them together like beads of one

string." — (Meher Babe).

"\ am equally approachable to one and all, big and small.

To saints who rise and sinners who fall.

Through all the various paths that give the Divine Call.

, I am approachable alike by saints whom I adore, and by
sinners vvhom I am for;

And equally through Sufism, Vedantism, Christianity, or
Zoroasfrianism or Buddhism, and other 'Isms' of any kind.

And also directly through rio medium of Isms at all".— (Meher Baba).

"I have come to a«vato ®0b, one
Humanity, one Brotlierhood. I have not come to teach a new
telijidn, but to revitalize the existing ones . - fMeher Baba). _

All Paths are Mine,

And all lead eventually to Me.
But, the Shortest Way to Me
ts the 'NO-PATH' of self-annihilative LOVE . ^
— tS'\^e"The Awakener", Vol. X, No. 3, page 46).
Qoestion 17. What were His activities ? ,

Ans. (i) He helped the poor and the afflicted.

(ii) He gave spiritual discourses to his disciples who live
with him. These are recorded and published and distributed
fOr the benefit of the world.
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(iii) He gave darshart to the public when h'e is ntft iTi' s^»
lusiQn.

4  (Iv) When he was not in seclusion, he gave .interviews to

his lovers who come from distant places and different countries

to be with him.

(v) When he was not in seclusion, he gave personal atten-

tfon to the large amount of correspondence that cgrne to him.
from his followers all over the world, and particularly from the
hundreds of Meher Centres (in India end abroad) that spread

His Message of Love and Truth.

(vi) When He was in seclusion, he did not attend' to such

matters, wishing to remain undisturbed for reasons of his unr-j

Versal work. Although he continually does his universaf weak
on all levels of "the inner planes" of-consciousness.: at aipeciffe
periods when his universal work is stepped up'to'a'gijeetely In^i,
tensified degree, he retired into strict seclusion.

(vi!) Sometimes when he was in seclusion, he washed the

feet of the lepers because he says that he finds them beautiful
souls in ugly cages. Becaose he himself suffers iinfihitelV, those

who suffer are dear to Him.

What as Baba's work?- ' •
■)

To transform human consciousness from the illusion of thfr ,
world and the self to the Reality of the Spirit and G,od; or to ,
put it in another way, to enable men to know by experience the;.
Truth of the Infinite Self which is in all...Real help that can be
rotitdered to humanity is to make man feel his inheierif Divinity,
and'to cause him to see that the only pufpose of life is ttStOV# -
G,QD:in order to become one in full consciousness with'Hlhi-^ '

"To those who love Me and naturally wish to know about
My activities, I can only say-; 'As far as My inner life and'intbr-
nai activities are concerned, only-God and those who are Ohe '
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with God can know and understand. As far as My external ac
tivities are concerned, regarding My work with the God-intoxi
cated, saints, sadhus and the poor, of contacting them, serving
them and bowing down to them in whole-hearted devotion,
they have all been mostly recorded' '' — (.'vleher Baba),

Meher Baba was, during the period 1925 to 1956, contact-
ihg persons called 'Mist-s' ( = advanced souls and souls intoxi
cated with Divine Love, but who to the layman appear as mad

bhbalanced persons living in uncouth and filthy places or sur
roundings). Baba has toured a great deal incognito to several
remote places, putting himself to considerable hardship and ex
pense, both irtlndia and in foreign countries. He gives them
unique effective guidance and push (spiritually) so that they
become more and more fit as vehicles for the expression of the
Divine Will and also become more efficient agents for the pro
motion of the Divine Plan on earth.

Question IS. Does He give specml Prayers or Meditation?

Ans. Yes, he has given two prayers to mankind :

(a) The Master's Prayer ("0 Parvardigar" given In August
1953.)

(b) The Prayer of Repentance—given in November 1952 He

does not lay stress on any form of meditation. He stresses re
membering Him wholeheartedly and constantly while attending
to our daily duties. This, He says, is the best form of medita

tion.

"Meditation is neither devotion nor love. Meditation means
mental pursuit in pinning down the object of one's thoughts be
fore one's mind's eye*'—f/Weher Baba)—\l\6e "The Awakener",
Vol. VI, No. 2, page 1.

However, he has given some discourses on Meditation as

well as two Charts called "The Divine Thenne",
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Question 19. On what subjects has Meher Baba given His
'discourses'? What about the Hindu faith which believes in Earina

and Se-incariaation?

Ans. Yes, though Meher Baba was born in a Zoroastrian

family. His teachings are of 'UNIVERSAL' aceptance. The books

may be studied. There are wonderful 'disourses* by Meher Baba

on many subjects including 'Karma and Re-incarnation'. The
Prayers dictated to and recited by H|s lovers are absolutely'liTi-
personal'and of 'Universal acceptance'. Please study those
Prayers also.

Question 20. In meditation, it is pecessary to control the
mind; and this requires the use of forcj. Hovrever, the mind cannot
be expected to find out the TRUTH unless it funciions freely. How,

then, can we justify meditation ?

Ans. "I attach more importance to LOVE and WORK^ than
td MEDITATION. If you love a person, you naturally and span'
taneously think about him. There is no question of forcing the
mind in such meditation." — (Meher Baba).
(Vide ''The Awakener". Vol. No. 2, page 8).

Question 21. This type of flowing and spontaneons meditation
is, of coarse, very beautiful and needs no justification. But, vvhy
should some systems emphasize the need for concentrating npon some
single form?

Ans. "If you concentrate upon anything intensely, it shat
ters the whole structure of sanskaras, so that their chains be
come loose". — (Meher Baba). (Vide Ibid.)

Question 22. Why, when so many inspired Beltgions already
exist, is additional revelation of God as Avatnr (Meher Baba) re™
quired ?

Ans. "At the time of the manifestation of an Avatar, the
force of the new spiritual impulse is so tfemendous that it creates
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quite a new awakening of consciousness. This, combined
with the teachings and activities of the Avatar on the physical
plane during the life in which He manifests Himself, is given
outward form by His followers, who call it a new Religion

"As the force of the sp\ritual push gradually weakens with
the lapse of time, spirituality also recedes until it almost sinks
into insignificance; religion, or rather the outward form of "
becomes like a dry crust, ready to crumble at any moment 'd
world, conditions reach a climax. It is at this criiical • '
that an Avatar appears, and manifests on the physical
give once again the spiritual impulse that the world
res. The force of his spiritual push is again adopted
outward religious form according to the existing circu ^
The Avatar, after completing His mission, abandons H"
cal body and assumes the Impersonal aspect of n: • .'  L^ivinitv

fore, till He is compelled once more by force of •
to take the human form and re-appear and manifest
and the process goes on and on. Avatar-

"This is why the contemporary religions h
different forms, owing to the different times and^^-^ ^PPOfently
in which they were established, and they are kn
name of the Avatar of that particular period /^^er thethey contain the same ideal or light taught oVe/-^"^^ essence
by the same Divinity, who appeared and manife^^'^
different times and under different circumstances "

C^eher Baba).
Qiieslioa 23. Why is it necessary to have the aid of

Master in order to attain perfection ? ^ crfect

Ans. 'Only a Perfect Master, wito is the veritable incarnati-
on of Divinity, can awaken in the individual the fire of D" ■ e
Love, which consumes in it? flames the lesser desires of the
body, mind, and world, all of which must be completely
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relinquished before Perfection can be realized".

Question 24. Why is meditation on a Perfect Master the mo&t
effective form of meditation ?

Ans. "By meditation on a Perfect Master, who is Divine
and fully conscious of His Divinity, the individual who isdivinej
but rot fully conscious of his divinity, is led into Divine Seif-
Consciousness.

"There are two aspects of the Infinite One—Personal and
Impersonal. The //rpersora/aspect lies beyond the domain of
Creation and transcends even the mental plane. The Persona!
aspect of God is the Perfect Master, who having attained to
Xhe Impersonal aspect, lives in the world and helps others to
wards Truth". — (Meher Baba). v,

Question 25. How are we to reconcile love for all life with
the love for the Master ?

Ans. "If anyone loves anybody, that love ultimately comes
to ME, because 1 am there". — (Meher Baba}.

(Vide "The Awakener", Vol. 1, No. 2, page 8.)

Question 26. When Meher Baba said that J. d'cd and he
'came to Him', C. P. asked Baba to comment on what M^er Baha
meant by "to come to Me".

Ans. Meher Baba replied:— " 'To come to Me' means libe
ration, experiencing Me as I am. No more bondages . .of births
and deaths. But it does not mean the state of a Perfect Master
of Perfection. This is only to be attained in the gross body.
So, if you are not blessed with this state of Perfection, at least
you can have liberation. If you just take My name, just at the
mo.ment of dropping your body, you 'will come to Me'. Yes,
anyone. It is not so easy to take My name at the very moment

of leaving the body. Then you individually experience bliss»
Infinite bliss. After liberation, you continue to experience
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infinite bliss eternally. Why? Because it belongs to you eternally.
You experience what belonged to you eternally. Even spiritual
ecstasy cannot be compared with Divine Bliss. Remember this".

Question 27. Few can Meher Baba have both the Buddha and
the Christ Consciousness ?

Ans. "There is but one Divine Infinitn "n
t^onsciousnpcc"whether realized by the Christ, or experienced by th '

and the external expression of this Divine Conscio ^ ^""^dha,
according to the circumstances confronting (at ^^ries
historical times) the GODMEN who have anair. . ^ '®spective°iiain©Q th'
conscious state. '""'s super-

"Once gained, the Cosmic Consciousness is
nity, and is continually present either on the spir't
as "THE WORD" made flesh, for the upliftment

— /1/7 I. ''

Question 28. Why doesn't He have an ASHRa
one can go for His Darshan freely? ^here any

Ans. He says that the whole Earth Is the
God-Man and that His REAL DARSHAN can o^l of the
oneself by His Grace. However, when He was ̂
He was available to all who sought His darsh^
fixed by Him—mainly when He was stayin times
May and June each year. ^ during

Question 29. Why doesn't Meher Baba nprr
perform miracles'

^  Ans. Miracles when performed to exhibit occi.it
nothing more than a passing show-a "tamasha"

Meher Baba's miracles are performed silentiv In tK u0. His followe., awakening ,0 spl,i,L M
true purpose Of life.

Meher Baba says that God Is to be known through Love,



.and not through the illusion of miraQles, "Ages and a®:^ ago,
ji did perform one great miracle and the whole Of this illusion ;of
-Creation came from Me, I will perform.another such miracle at
the time when I break My silence. That will be My first and last
miracle in My present incarnation. Ex0,ect,no othermiracle from
Me. 'My first and last miracle will be performed when I break
my silence. It will be the greatest miracle of all times. When I
perform that miracle, I won't raise the dead but I will make

those who live for the world dead to the world and live in God;

J won't give sight to the blind but make people blind to illusion

and make them see God the Reality." "There is no greater
miracle than the miracle of the Awakened heart".

— (Meher B^ba).

Qi|estion 30. Will Meher Baba perfprin Miracles when He
speaks?

Ans. He has often performed and will perform miracles
when the time and situation demand. He will perform them to

draw towards Him the sceptical, unbelieving people who would
never believe in Truth, unless it were proved by some extra-or
dinary phenomena.

"lyiiracles are not necessary for uaifsrstanding. persons bei.
cause spiritual healing is by far the greatest healing, and this is
^vatar Meher Baba's real work. He will not perform miracles to
satisfy mere idle curiosity". — (Meher Baba).

'-Meher Baba has explained that tho ability to perform.mira
cles does not necessarily imply high spirituality. Anyone who
has attained perfection and enjoys the "(^rist-Consciousness"
can perform miracles. Healing the sick, Qtvtng sight to the blind,
^nd even raising the dead, are quite sin^te fbra Perfect Master.
Even those who have not become One with the Infinite, but who<
are only traversing the planes., cart, perform- miracles and are
able to make and unmake things."
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"Spiritual Masters do not perform miracles to order, just to

satisfy idle curiosity. Miracles were performed, and will be

performed, according to the existing circumstances. Masters

have sometimes performed miracles when they intended to give
a universal spiritual push". —(Meher Baba).

Question 31. Does Meher Baba do any "healing" as Christ
did?

Ans. Meher Baba says; "Real healing is Spiritual healina
whereby the soul, becoming free from desires, doubts and h
llucinations, enjoys the eternal bliss of God.

"Untimely physical healing might retard the spiritual
ing. If borne wi llingly, physical and mental suffer"
make one worthy of receiving spiritual healing, Consid
and physical suffering as gifts from God, which if
gracefully, lead to everlasting happiness." ' ' accepted

(Vide "The Awakener", Vol. 1, No. 1, page 33j

Question 32, What is Meher Baba's attitude
cles"? ®Wards "mira-

Ans. Meher Baba says: "Why should we produce
tation illusions In the already created mighty infin-» '"i'-

r 'iiTinite Illusion?

"Unless absolutely necessary, for the sniriti,..!
purpose of ageneral collective drawing of mankind towards Self Re p

miracles performed un-naturally or super-natiirait., .I- "aiuraiiy can interfere
with GOD's ordained evolutionary process " .. .

(Vide /A/d).

Question 33. In H. P. B's worlc 'ISIS UNVFRFD'
(11. 587), it is stated thus:—

"There is no m/rac/e. Everything that happens is the result of
law-eternal, iaimutable, ever active". Does Meher Baba agree
with, or differ from, that principle enunciated in Theosophital
books?
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Ans. Meher Baba has dealt vi>lth this subject ih detail and
attention is invited to the Chapter titled "Supervehihg Ofdard
in the Spiritual Panorama" in the book titled "BEAMS FROM
MEHER BABA ON THE SPIRITUAL PANORAMA". Baba ex-:

plains that "there are 'grades of laws' which supervene upon
one another, so that a 'miracle' is not an exception to the ex/s-
th g laws of the Ur Iveise, but the supersession of ordinary and
known jaws of Nature by the super-natural and unknown law^
of the Inner Spheres"*

"...The only miracle which is worthy of the name is the
DIVINE grace that knows no fetters, and that cSh cdrrtrol the
entire universe with all its laws. It is the last supervening fac
tor in the graded orders which obtain in the spiritual partOrarfta

Mind also can be called the great miracle of the universe,
because it is out of the mind that the illusion of the universe
arises. Mind is a parent miiacle, yet the fulfilment of its destiny
lies in self ■ annihilation. It has not fulfilled its true purpose. If
it does not completely disappear..... When the fnlnd gets
'ahtnihilated' (in the real sense), it happens...i.jm'dnly by ah adt
of Divine Grace We can neither deny, hbt explain# this
DIVINE GRACE which transcends all of the graded orderaj tsgd-

ther vvith all their laws, in the spiritual panorama, Witlii th®
wiping out of the mind, there is the wiping out of all minor
and major miracles. This Is the only miracle worthy of the name
and which is spiritually necessary ...All separateness vani
shes as soon as the mind, which is the creator of this separate-,
ness, comes to its termination through the act of Divine Giace.

— (Meher Baba). >••• •••

Question 34. Why does He call Himself God?

Ansi What else cah He call Himself when He is Ho

gays there is nothing but God. He net only says He i& God, He
says that all are God in varying degrees of consbiousheSs. We

are not conscious of our Godhood, and continue to experience
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the duality of illusion. He has the full consciousness and con.

tinuous experience of God-hood, and the authority to say; "I
am God". He says that he is God in human form, the Avatar,
the Ancient One, who has come to redeem the modern world.

Question 35. How do you know He is God?

Ans. When one has implicit faith in God and His attributes
one can feel the presence of God in every little thing. When
God Himself manifests as the Avatar, the Christ, the*Rasool
the Buddha, it is possible to recognize Him and knov^, u-» I U W |-j I g g

God. But only implicit faith in God and His attributes
Grace of God can make one know the presence of
among mankind. '^vaiar

Question 36- If lie is aM-knowing and all-nnwn.,? .

He allowed Kimse'f and ills disciples to meet with .• '
have suffering? to

Ans. Only when the All-knowing and the All
shoulders universal suffering, can humanity have hop
verance from suffering. To meet with accidents
physical injuries are but the outward sions nf tr, •

oUheAvaw. suffering

Zoroaster aliowed himself to be stabbed in the b
chose to be shot by an arrow. Rama made hims'elfTi
prevent Site's abduction and roamed in the forests "
her. Jesus Christ permitted himself to be crucified.
was stoned by his adversaries. Buddha died of J - ^"icu uj poison. And
yet, the Christ-the Buddha-the Avatar, is All-knowing, All-
powerful.

Meher Baba is the Compassionate "Father of all, and in His
Compassion He permits some of His disciples to share in His
universal suffering. To the disciples, it is a blessing, a divine
boon.
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Ques^i^n 37. Do you think that MEHER BABA'S work as
Avatar is over and complete?

Ans. In one sense, largely VeS/ in the words of Meher
Baba Himself. In the Circular No. 68 dated 4th March 1968, it

was stated thus: "None can have the least Idea of the immensi

ty of the work that I am doing In this 'Seclusion*. The only
hint I can give Is, that compared with the work I do In seclusion,
all the important work of the world put together Is completely
insignificant. Although for Me the burden of My work is cru

shing, the result of My work will be intensely felt by all people

in the world I also repeat that the fate of the Universe hangs
on My 'Seclusion' and the redemption of mankind depends
upon My 'Manifestation'. All I ask of My lovers is to help Me
complete My work by 21st May 1968, so that by this date My
Universal work in 'Seclusion' will end and there will be no need
lor further 'seclusions'."

Thereafter, Tuesday the 21st May 1968 marked both an end
and a beginning of Baba's work—the end of the interminable
'seclusion' and the beginning of a period called 'exclusion'
(when His lovers were excluded from seeing Him). This period
of 'exclusion' Is the threshold leading to 'Inclusion' the time

that will include all to His 'Darshan*. Please read the NEWS
LETTER dated 9th September 1968, published in the Journal

'DIVYA VANI' Number 3 of Volume 4 (25th Sep. 1968) page
38 to 49.

On the evening of Tuesday, 30th July 1968, Baba declared
thus: "My work is done. It is completed lOO per cent. The
result of this work will also be ICQ percent and will rhanifest
from the end of September."

On 13th October 1968, Meher Baba declared thus:—"! have
been saying: The time is near, it is fast approaching, it is close
at hand. Today, I say: THE TIME HAS COME, Remember
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thiSs'

The foregoing should all be well studied and remembered.
Further, we cannot bring Meher Baba to the human level and

judge Him. It is very difficult for all to understand Him. There
are the 'chosen few' who know what Meher Baba says and does.

There is also anothef view which some of His devotees
take in understanding the events of Si-i-igsg and 7-2-1 £69 (it
was the date of His 75th Birthday accordinq to tho -r

.u 1 Zoroastrianalmanac). Very often, those close to Baba would entreat Bab
to take care of his bodily health—well-intentionedly of ^ ^
Meher Baba often used to say thus: "You cannot have
an idea how crushing the pressure was, for it is b ^ ®6ed of
understanding ...My body felt as though it had been^'h
wringer...". Meher Baba worked entirely away fror^, a
plane and it was always a hard labour for Him to Qi'oss'•III lu retain M*

with the physical body. He had to take great pains
^  '<een ■f" 1-1«thread-fine link from snapping I I Those close to Baba

showing implicit obedience, always showeri 'Ivvays showed rho,e cn
about Meher Baba's physical body—not aden ^°ricern
Baba's work. At one momient, Meher Baba let fa||
"That would mean once again prolonging the Work"^'^ '^^lark:
poning the result and set it on a different course 1 1 •• P°st-

There is another vievy also and it is thic" "m
l«OVV thai uBaba has chosen to drop His physical bodv Ho : . Meherr/ *iy 13 Qll tho

living—and eternally living—in the hearts or aii u- . "lore"I ail nis lovers Hfihad to undergo very severe mental and physical hardsh" '
ultimately told seriously on His health and the,, whichtney were tanta
mount to His crucifixion to save the world frnrv, ^^ ^ destruction.
He has sacrificed Himself to enable the world to liw,^ ur- /r.'ive. tit toNOT DEAD. He is very much living and THE WORD that He'
promised to utter before the dissolution of His body is already
with us. He more than once said: 'You can deny God but
you cannot defy God', He cast THE WORD into a perceptible



and tangible form of Himself. He is diir coristaiit
NER**. He came to our succour and decided to dwerf ift Slii'
bearts all by HIMSELF and now wve may see ̂ Him wfithfn our-
selyes. He was ONE, but, now He is 'ONE iN MAI^Y
is One with THE ONE and is guiding our destinies^
fail Him. Let us work out His plan which is Divine and Eter-
fial."

PIdase also read the ihSttUCtivb the batence' Editchiaii
hi ̂ 'biVVA VAN/", M'onihiy Vbl. 4, Vel. 7, dated 28-2^1969.

Qnestion 38. When God is in onrh^t, why is there so much
sirffering in the world? How can we heiiete in smA « God?

Ahs. Only when suffering reaches ifs height iri ^li^ WdTlfJ
does God manifest Himself as Avatar in our midst, to deliver
mankind from suffering by transmuting the consciousness of
humanity. The Avatar does his work with infinite companion'
whether one believes or does not believe in.such a God., ..

Qnestidii 39. Why should misery perpetoaily ekist dtf darifi itt
spife of God's liifinite Love ahd Mercy?

Ans. "The source of Eternal Bliss is the Self in all and the
cause of perpetual misery is the selfis/iness ol a\\.. As lotig as,
satisfaction is. derived through pursuits, misery will al
ways exist. Only because of the Infinite Love and Mercy of
God can man learn to realize, through the lessons of misery on
EariH^ that inherent in Kim is the source of Infihitd B'lfsl and
that all suffering is his labour of love fo unvfeif hiSbWh inlinlte
Self'*. — (Meher Baba),

Qnestion 40. hy is India suffering more than any other
country even though the Avatar is born and lives in Iddia?

Ans. It is always when suffering is intense on earth that
God manifests as the Avatar, the Christ. And it is but natural

for the Redeemer to live among those who suffer most.
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■  Question 41. What has He really achieved and done.for
' r\r,

humanity? ^

Ans. For one thing, it is too premature to answer this que

stion. Posterity will know and realise, if the present humanity
can not or does not. ' ^

There is chaos, confusion and tremendous destructive po-,
tentiai in the world today. His.presence on earth is the very
act of Divine Intervention that checks the world from headlong
catastrophe and saves it from total destruction. He is intensely
working in His own way for the establishment of "THE NEW
AGE" wherein "THE NEW HUlVlANITY'* will live in

.  . ... ... . " harmony,;co-operation, peace and goodwill. Vide also APPENDIX

'I live in the hearts of My lovers' gaj^ Baba
time. For nearly five decades Baba engaged himcr,.u • 3I  bljilr4"

His 'Universal Family' transcending all barriers of '"'ng
"St© Oh. 'religion, nationality with the tender cords of LOVE N '

Ipvers to severe disciplines of mind and body so as to
into the 'New Humanity'. In His Characteristic rl^ fhem
there has always been a deep element of mysticism^
Baba, revelled in mysticism and in what we may call " •
breaking'. To take Baba's statements literally has be
cation of our own ignorance. This is the reason why
telling us not to try to understand the UN-UN hpcqt-a .. ̂

' andable.

Can there be any doubt that Meher Baba is tho nr\n .ulc vjUu)- Ivl^^

that from the moment of His own'spiritual awakening' (by the
five Perfect Masters)—in the earlies of 1913.i92i__gyQ^y ^^o-
ment of His life He devoted wholly and absolutely for the
rreration of mankind's spirituality? Through the flame of His
Divine LOVE, Meher Baba has tried to kindle the flame of lOVE in
every being on this Earth, so that man's life may be consciously
turned towards the Divine, and one's life's efforts and daily li
ving may be devoted towards Ihe realization of the GODHOOD
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which is latent in everyone—thus fulfilling Meher Babe's oft-
fepeated expression *1 HAVE COME NOT TO TEACH, BUT TO

AWAKEN'.

Question 42. How does Meher Baba help an aspirant and how
does He help mankind?

Ans. "As a rule. Masters help individually according to
the temperament and preparedness of the aspirant. But this be-,
ing the Avataric period, i.e., the end of the previous Cycle and
the beginning of the new orie (it usually occurs every seven to
eight hundred years), Meher Baba's spiritual help to humanity
will be both individual and collective. He rejuvenates and in
fuses new life into the old order of things, and imparts the
highest state of spirituality—the state of Oneness with the Infi
nite Ocean of Bliss, Knowledge, and Power to His close disci
ples. (He calls everyone as His 'lover'). He gives a general
spiritual push to the whole universe".

"I have come to sow the seed of Love in your hearts so

that in spite of all superficial diversity which your life in Illusion
must experience and endure, the feeling of ONENESS through
LOVE is brought about amongst all nations, creeds, sects and,
castes of the world". — (Meher Baba).

"i will teach you how to move in the world, yet be at all
times in inward communication with Me as the Infinite Being."

— (Meher Baba.)

Question 43. Will Meher Baba bring "peace and happiness",
to the world?

Ans. "There exists at the present moment a universal dis
satisfaction and an indescribable longing for something that

will end the terrible chaos and misery that over shadows the

world just now. He is going to satisfy this longing, and will

lead the world to real happiness.
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The disorders in the world without, are a reflection of the

disorders within. Meher Babe will enable mankind to solve
their inner problems by awakening the Divine elements in

them."

See also answer to Q. 67.

Qnestiob 44. Has Nieher Baba any solution for the problems
of politics, economics, morals and sex?

Ans. the general jp/r/tua/pr/s/j fhat He will impart to
the world, the problems of politics, economics, and sex,
although they are subsidiary to the primary purpose, will auto
matically be solved and adjusted, and new values and signifi
cance will be attached to matters which appear to baffle solu
tion at the present moment" - (MeherBaba).

Question 45. How will Meher Baba be able, by speaking, id
se the world depression, to solve the problems of Uiiemplbyiiient,

prohibition, and crime?

Ans. The root of alt our difficulties, individual and social
is self interest. It is this, for example, which causes corrupt
politicians to accept bribes and betray the interests of those
whom they have been elected to serve; which causes bootleggars
to break, for their own profit, a law designed, whether wisely
or not, to help the nation as a whole; which causes people to
connive, for their pleasure, in the breaking of that law, thus
causing disrespect for law in general and increasing crime tre
mendously; which causes the exploitation of great masses of
humanity by individuals or groups of individuals seeking perso
nal gain; which impedes the progress of civilization by shelving

Inventions which would contribute to the welfare of humanity

af large, simply because their use would mean the scrapping of
present inferior equipment; which, when people are starving,

causes wanton destruction of large quantities of food simply in

order to maintain bigh prices; which causes the hoarding of
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large sums of gold when the welfare of the world demands its

cifculation. , ' -

"These ere only a few examples of the way seif-iMerest'
operates to the detriment of human welfare. Eliminate self-

interest and you will solve all your problems^ Individual and
§.ocial.

"But the elimination of self-interest, even grantihg a
sincere desire on the part of the individual to accomplish It, IS'
not easy, and is never completely achieved except by the aid Of
a Perfect Master, who has the power to convey Truth at WilL

For seif-interest springs Irom a false idea of the true nature of
the Self, and this idea must be eradicated and tlie Truth expe.-
rienced before this elimination is possible.

"Meher Baba intends, when He speaks, to reveal the One
Supreme Self (God) which is in all. This accornplished, the
idea of the Self as a limited separate entity will disappear, and
with It, will vanish seif-interest. Co-operation wijl replace
competition; security will replace uncertainty; genbrosrty will
replace greed; exploitation will disappear."

— fMeher Beta}.

Question 46. Who are His intimate disciples? Has any of
them realised God?

Ans. Anyone who adheres to the discipline set by Him and
carries out His every command without any reservation is His

Intimate disciple. To live with Him from day to day is moiO
than God-realization for His disciples, who love Him and revere
Him as God on earth. The Question of **GOD"REALlSATlON
and 'TRUTH' is an individual perception and inner experience^
for each- Each individual is in a particular stage or level in his
progress and is certainly marching and gathering "experiences".
A spiritual push is given to the whole humanity of this Age and
in particular, to each individual—at whichever stage he or she
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be.

Meher Baba can arouse the highest ideals in men and wd-

men, and can touch the hearts of millions.

Before He'utters'the WORD, therb' will be conflicts un

avoidably. But none will win, none will' Idse. Rather, it will
be a desire for a better and a higher ideal of life. All the exist
ing ideas of racej nationality religion, etc., will be eradicated
and destroyed, and the ideals of human brotherhood will be es
tablished. Rather. Universal Brotherhood, which is a fact
in Nature, will be realised and lived.

Q».,tioa 47. h™ does Mehe, Baba Main.aio himselt abd
his disciples?

Ans. There are many followers of Meher Baba
wno d6sir6

to spend money for His and His disciples' daily hpohr  '"GQsj orjlv 3
few are permitted to do so. Apart from these followers
are those who wish to express their devotion in the r'
simple gifts, and when the manner of expression touch
He accepts these also, and distributes them amonr, .u

.  those who
are with Him at the time, irrespective of paoi,.

"I caste creed nr
faith. '

"Amongst His numerous lovers, both in the Pact j •
'=ast and in the

West, there are many who are fairly well-to-do-and who volun
tarily contribute money towards His cause,, for the maintenance
of some of His 'mandali' (who stay with Him or under His
care), and for travels that His work necessitates. in fact there
are also a few who have dedicated all their possession's and
even their lives, to Him and His cause.

"From the spiritual point of view, it may be expressed in
fWeher Baba's own words: "The WHOLE UNIVERSE IS
MINE."

"From the material point of view. He sometimes is provi-



ded with enough money, and means for His work, and some
times, He is also penniless. But, He is, always, equally un
attached and worriless". ,

t - J

Qutstion 48, Does he observe fast?.

Ans. Yes, he has often observed rigorous fasts, for weeks;
at a time. Once he fasted for six months, taking nothing but a
limited amount of coffee each day. But-his fasting is not an
act of austerity or penance, as that of, an ascetic who seeks
spiritual gain. For him, there is nothing left to gain. When
he fasts, it is for the spiritual benefit of mankind.

Question 49. Is he married?

Ans. In this Advent, No.

Question 50. Has he ever been ia love?

Ans. Yes, He has. And He is still in love. He has been
and eternally is in love with Humanityl

Hois LOVE—limitless LOVE, DIVINE LOVE MANIFES
TED.

Quest'on 51. What has he to say on Marriage? Does he allow
inter-caste marriage?

Ans- If a man and a woman love oach other and wish to
marry, then they should rnarry by all means taking into consi
deration their family and social responsibilities.

He is unconcerned about this, because for him there Is no
distinction of caste or creed. He says that if both individuals
love each other and their parents have no objection to the ma
rriage, then there is no reason why an inter-caste marriage
should be objected to.

Question 52. Wh.»t has he to say oa "Family plaaniag"?



Aris. ResTfric'f th6 hummer of children to not mord than
^ p ~ **1 "
three, if you can afford three, 'and abide by the laws of the

land.

Qaestion 53. What is Meher Baba's opinion concerning

money?' • -

Ans. "It entirely depends upon the way in which we use

Our fnoney, whether it is jETood or bad. Money earned and uti-

ibed as a means of livelihood for oneself and for those who de
pend'On one,- is good. Given as charity for the benefit of hu

manity, it \s better. But,-to give anonymously, and yet, care

fully, for the intelligent service and spiritual upliftment of hu

manity, without dectating as to how it shall be administered or

spent—this is the Oesf use of money. But, very, very, few

selfless people can do that.

"When nrioney, gained by fair means or foul, is spent in

order to gratify one's desire for pleasure and enjoyment. If
makes the spender pleasure-loving and selfish. And, if the
aapie person suddenly loses that money, he naturally feels mi

serable and curses life and fate. Worse still, is it when he
wastes money, earned or inherited, in speculation and gamb-

It bt in wine and women.

"Whether it is good or bad for us to possess money depends
entirely on the use we make of it. Fire can serve and warm a
man; fire can also burn and destroy a man".

— (Meher Babe).

Qa^tion 54. What bave you learnt by following Mebcf

Baba?

Arts. That we have to completely unlearn all we think we

have learrrt, in order to begin to know the Truth.

Qoestion 55. What have you gained by following Meher

Baba?
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Ans. The loss of some of the false self.

Unless one completely loses one's false self, one cannolf

gain one's true Self.

"This is the good fortune of each one of us, to be Incarna
ted at the time of the Avatar. He can respond consciously to
us; He does respond. This is His work. This is ouf 'des*-
tiny."

Qnestion 56. Uoes one have to receive any "Inhiafion' froni
Him to be His follower?

Ans. The only "initiation" is the love for Him asG&D that

He awakens in one's heart.

Question 57. Does he give any ''Mantra" or. tea<^ any
"Sadbana"? -

Ans. To repeat His name is the only msnf/'a that He.glveSi:

To just remember Him wholeheartedly at all times is the
only 'sadhana- He prescribes. (HIM=GOD.) (HIS=G0D*S).

Question 58, What yoga does Metaer Baba teach?

Ans. Meher Baba says, "The yoga f teach is: yew igfo from'
you and come to Me'.'*

"...I know no other Yoga than 'you go...you are your own.
curtain, and only when you go can YOU come. But, the prob
lem is, how will 'yow gro'—the only solution is LOVE. When
'you go' (are annihilated) through Love for God the Beloved,

'yow co/77e'(emerge) as YOU really are."

Question 59. Is ft possible for man to get at the TRUTH?

Ans. "Yes. As to how it')is possible, could be answered
In a sentence, or even volumes would not suffice. I shall give

the answer in one sentence: Discard falsehoods to get at the
Truth. But, what is 'falsehood?'You are right when you say
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that that which doe? not endgre. Is 'falsehood'• Therefore,
discard all that which does not endure, and you will realize

the TRUTH." — (Meher Baba).

Qnestion 60. But, is there any part of the 'Self that
endures?

Ans. "Yes. (Baba pointed at the person and said): Yotr
alone endure and the rest of your self is to be discarded to

realize the real SELF that is YOU." — (Meher Baba).

Qnestion 61. What is Meher Baba's attitude towards *prayer'
or 'worship' ?

Ans. Meher Baba has dealt with this subject with cfarity
in a Chapter titled 'Prayer as Inner Approach" in the book
'BEAMS FROM MEHER BABA ON THE SPIRITUAL PANORA-
A and in a Discourse titled "BHAKTI YOGA" (see 'The Awa-
ener. Volume VI, No. 1, pages?, 14). To quote: " The

ideal prayer to the Lord is nothing more than spontaneous praise
Of His being. You praise Him, not in the spirit of bargain (or
expectation), but in the spirit of self-forgetful appreciation of

at He really is. You praise Him because He is praiseworthy

.........All prayfirs with a motive (or expectation) fall short of
ideal prayer which is without motive.........If you pray with-

a motive to do good to some one, your prayer may actually
ring about good both to him and to yourself. Some people

pray for the spiritual benefit of those who have done them some
wrong. There also, they are helping others, spiritually In
the entire spiritual panorama of the universe, nothing is more.
sublime than a spontaneous prayer, In its highest form,
prayer leaves no room for the illusory diarchy of the lover and
the Beloved. It is a return to one's own being."

A worship may be sincere, it may be from the heart, but If
the worshipper offers it with the expectation of any return,

whether in the shape of any worldly benefits, or for blessings



inttfie life hereafter, hfs worshifrIs ' THFs is
seitsially connected with the first'sfage'-tff *^A&At/ye?fS^'Wheri
worship is offered from the hedrt forthe'iaKo §f'vlfOrShi^ "<snly#
aod^without any thoughts of rewardIrvthiSJdr Iff the noiftUlfe;
ittis eaiiied NVSHKAM' ..True, the uasptratiEm' to 'Sdd^'Biid
be one-with God. is the ohief motive of tbe;f4IGHiST W0i^HiiiP,

hut'^rs.'aspiration is'poies asundef hpdm'twerWWy 2lestte^' TiWS
aspiration is such that even when one comes face t6' fsee' 'v&'itb
God, it remains in full blaze until the Union is effected—Cf.
Ffeftz-When He exciarmed thus, wheh He reached the 'sixth
plane':—

"Khatlram vakhti havas kardi kay binam ehlzha Ta toora dldam
na kardi jooz ba didarat haves U"

p-( Falwaye desired to see different thi.ng.Sj but since I have
seen YOU, I desire to see nothing but YOU").

Efforts may be made to turn Sakam Bhakti into Nishkain
Bflakire\hen in the first stage. In the beginning, worship is ne-
cessafiiy Sa'/term. a rhan may cease to wbiship God^ for the
^hke df^ teVnporal gains. But it seldbm happens that, while
^Sfotbhippihg, a' rhan in the initial stage can heJp avoiding
thoughts fOr reward in the life to cdme—(or perhaps, of attain-
itig Pibterdtion altogether). And altfioughlTits'^'aA^a/n bhakti is
noihiitg but beggary,—it is, however; be^'gafy^ before God—It
[sail the same the beginning of true tha/hi, for while begging
dWectlyor indirectly of God for any kibd df favours, the worshi
pper s/Ocere/y praises G'oj. Because the praise of God, actua-
tfed by the thoughts of gain, is from the'Heart, it is likely to turn
into dis-interested praise, which in turn, leads to Nishkam
Bhakti."

Question 62. It is remarked that'I^Ibhcr'Baba nSSKes promiiSes
and always puts them off and that it looks a's though h'e iS not Store
of himself or what he declares?
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Ans. "The world is against spirituality, and so against M&,

as I have often told you. Do not be hasty in forming opinions

regarding My words or deeds. My words will prove to be true;

but I alone know, how, when and where. You will not under

stand them, because to understand My mystical statements,

supernatural intelligence is required" — (Meher Sa6a).—(page

104 of Irene Conybeare's Book "CIVILISATION OR CHAOS?"—
2nd Edition).

Question 63. Meher Baba promised to give 'DARSHAN' to

His lovers at Pooaa, in the place called "GURU PRASAD"
between lOtb April 1969 and 10th June J969. If He was GOD*,
should He not have known that he would die and that this would be
an empty and misleading promise?

Ans. What you say is, perhaps, the first impression to an
ordinary person. But, those who know the Spiritual Path
much better have been taking different views: One is: that
Baba s Circular No. 70 dated 1st Nov. 1968 and the Circular No.
71 dated 15th January 1969 have not been carefully scanned
and understood. There are words and sentences in both of
them which clearly indicate that "THE DARSHAN" w///^e given
and that only to HIS LOVERS' (meaning those who have impli
cit faith in Meher Baba and 'stick on to His daaman' even after
the incidents of 31.1.1969 and 7.2.1969), that it will be the last
given in Silence , that "it wiil not be possible to see anyone
individually or give private interviews". Baba prepared the
whoie programme and handed it to His lovers on 13th October
1968 and emphatically stated "These are my terms, take it or
leave it . It is possible that very few of His close ones did
grasp His words, or that all took Him lightly then. Meher Baba
also clearly emphasised that this Darshan will be unique and
that the 1862 East-West Gathering will be nothing when com
pared with this . Perfect Masters usually only give hints, and
it depends on us how alert and serious we are.
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Another view is: God can always change His plans and
ways, both as regards time and methods. It is not a case of a

human being committing himself/herself and not resiling from

such commitment.

It is more prudent to keep a receptive mind, wait and watcH
and see. One cannot discard Meher Baba's utterances so un

wisely. He was always definite and categorical and sure
what He did and said (by gestures and/or the alphabet board).
It is also likely that some of His lovers have to wait for some

incarnations also, if this life is not sufficient.

There are many df His lovers who have such implicit faith
in Him that they would still seek His 'Darshan' in the terms laid
down in the aforesaid Circulars. Their faith will undoubtedly
reward them.

Please also read the Editorial in 'DIN/YA VANI*. Monthly ̂
Vol. 4, No. 7, dated 25.2.1969. Also the Article .''ON MEHEH.
B'^BA S BEi'AG 'DEAD' " printed in this publication.

Question 6-1. Sometimes, Richer Baba ismisunderstooa/soit
is said. Why so? : ;

Ans, "To guide, instruct and help humanity, which isWiy
only mission, 1 have come down to the level of human under
standing and consciousness, and here it is that I am 'misunder
stood'. To give an example: If a teacher, a Doctor of Literatiife
of a University, comes down to the level of his students (boys

and girls) and teaches the letters of the alphabet, it does not'
mean that he has ceased to be a Doctor of Literature of the Uni
versity. Similarly, My Infinite state of God-Consciousness re
mains un-affected, even when 1 function at the level of normal
human consciousness". —(Meher 5aZ>a;—(Vide "The Awake"
ner". Vol. X, No. 2, page 40).

Question 65. What is Kis recent message to hnmanity?
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Ans, "...Love makes the Formless and infinite become en-

formed and finite as the GOD-MAN among men. Love Me

more and more because for the sake of Love, I have come

among you...Let My Lovers rejoice...because soon...something
great will happen that has never happened before...That which
is to happen...will be SOMETHING GREAT, something that has

never happened before, something that will not happen again
for billions and billions of years...'The something great* will ha
ppen of a sudden, not in developing stages. People will go
about their daily affairs unaware till the moment of its happen
ing..." Vide also APPENDIX.

Question 66. What does He want of us?

Ans. He wants complete surrender and complete obedi
ence.

He wants everyone of us to purify ourselves and live a life
of love, goodwill to Humanity and to all Creation and become
worthy of balonging to "THE NEW AGE" or "THE NEW HU
MANITY". Vide also APPENDIX,

"These days 'MAYA* the principle of Ignorance is
in full play and tries to oppose My Work. So, particularly
those who live near (and those closely connected with my
work) must remain very watchful (alert). Knowing My Love
for you, Maya awaits the opportunity to use your weaknesses
The moment you ne^r/ect l/7y instructions, Maya's purpose Is
served. I have to put up a big fight with MAYA not to des
troy it, but to mske you awara of its nothingness. The moment
you faii to obey ma implicitly, it tightens its grip over you and
you fail to carry out the duties assigned to you. This adds to
My present suffering.

"in God, there is no such thing as confusion. God is Infi-
nite Bliss, and Honesty. In I llusion, there is misery, confusion
and chaos. As the Eternal Redae,ner of Humanity, lam at the



junction of Reality and illusion, simultaneously experiencing

the Infinite Bliss of Reality and the suffering of Illusion. With
[Reality on the one hand, and illusion on the other, I constantly
experience, as it were, a pull on either side. This is my 'cruci
fixion'. I do not ever let go My hold on Reality. Imagine, for
instance, that the pull of Illusion becomes too great, what
would happen? My 'arm* would be pulled out of its socket, BUT
I REMAIN WHAT '/ AM'." (Meher Baba).

Question 67. How can one get happiness? What has He to say?

Ans. He says:

If man wants the happiness he is striving for, let him be
more aggressive towards himself and more tolerant towards
others".

The cause of misery is the selfishness in man".

Happiness and misery are two facets of Illusion'*.

see also Answer to Q. 43.

Question 68, What is the goal of Life according to Meher
Baba?

Ans. The annihilation of the mind and the realization of
the Self. also Answer to Q. 14.

Question 69. What is Meher Baba's missio i?

Ans. He is the Ancient One come again among men to help
them to know that God alone is real and all else is illusion.

"The God-Man does not convey thought, but Truth, which
He either awakens in the individual whom He is helping,
f.irough a deep inner experience, or which He transmits directly
from the superconscious to the conscious, from the spiritual to
the physical, by means of either the physical eye, the physical
touch, or the spoken word".

One who transcends the three states of consciousness
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(viz,, 'awcke' statp, 'dreivn' state, and Veep sleep state) and

gains iiiumination experiences the superconscious state. This
is the Christ-Buddha-Krishna state, the God-IV'an state, in

which one attains to perfect manhood and perfect Divinity, To
be one with the source of Love, Knowledge, Power, Light and

Existence is to enjoy ihfihite bliss and feel in harmony with
everyone and everything, Art, science, beauty, Nature appear
as one's own nianifestatiotr.

"This is ail well and good for the individual; but what about
the multitudes? In the present state of world depression and
economic strife, the supreme thought of the people at large is
about their daily bread. How can they think of or aspire to
spiritual illumination? And it is self interest (caused by low sel
fish desires) that is at the root of this universal condition of
misery. Material desire is misery. When you want a thing,
you crave for it, until you get it—this is suffering. And when
you do get it, you don't experience the happiness you expected

this is disappointment, which is also suffering.

And this sell-interest earner be eliminated by means of
religious piety, nor can sermons or the fear of heaven and hell

Only when the atmosphere of selfless love and universal

6Aor/;er/?cor/prevails throughout the world, will this self-inte
rest be annihilated. Then only will people realize that the true
aim of life is not merely to eat, drink, sleep, or seek for plea
sure in other words, to gam material welfare—but to attain
real happiness in every phase of life: material, social and spiri
tual. And this time is drawing very near. (Meher Baba).

Question °0. There are references to 'the second coming of
Christ' in the Gospels, e, g., in St. Mark Ch XIII, verses 21,^6,27.
Will Meher Baba explain this?

(The following is the Biblical quotation above referred to:

"And, then if any man shall say to you, Lo, here is Christ?
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W, Lo, He /s there; bellei^ve him not ^ ' i

"But in those days, after that tribulatipn»v*'^®''
see the Son of Man coining 'n the clouds with grpat power and
g}ory. And then shall .he send his epOfls, and shall gaihej .to
gether his elect from th|,f four winds, from the uttermost paft of
tjie^arth to the utteri|ig^^ part pf he^y®":') -

A'ns. Meher Bafala ̂ swered thusi'^

"The 'gathering b'f'tfie elect' refers to thfe re-incarnation
•Shd final assembling olf ̂ lS close disciples and .followers at the
time of His Second Gomlng. It is wrong tor associalte "the
Second Coming" with the imprisonment of the Devit 'a"nd''i(a
thousand years* peace, or with a literal interpretation of the last
Day of Judgment.

"AM the gj-rat Mystics have -uhderstotd the
"CLOUDS" as a symbolife expression for states ©# QOhsoiDUSOess
or the spiritual planes. When the Christ desefehds from the Ch-
finite, that is, the Seventh Plane, He brings wi®h Him 40 earth
the Infinite Goodness, Wisdom, Power, end'LlOVE, and also
the powers, signs, and experiences .pt the.gipX
the words of a great SUFI Saint:

"Behold the sky, and clouds and the world:

*  First is God. theit We planes, the last is ©atth;
But all the three are linked"

{"Asman o Abfo duhya hasta been

Avvalin Haq bad rridnzN pus zamin")

"We read in the Gospel of St, Mark (Ch. |X, verse? 2 end
that 'the Transfiguration of Jesus'occiired when He aecended
Into a mountain:

"And there was a cloud that overshadowed them:

And a voice came out of the cloud saying,:

'This is my beloved'^On, hear him".
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"(Brother Leo relates the Vision o{ St. Francis in mount A!"

vernia that he 'saw coming down from Heav/en a torch of flame

exceeding beautiful and light, which, descending, rested on

the head of St. Francis; and out of the flame there came a voice

St. Francis explains to Brother Leo thus: 'Then was I in a Li

ght of contemplation, in which I saw the abyss of the Infinite

goodness and Wisdom and Power of God and in the flame

that thou sawest was God, who also spake in such a manner
unto me, even as in old time He had spoken unto Moses'.)"

"Therefore, we see that 'CLOUDS', the 'HOUSE OF
CLOUDS'Cmanz//), is a symbolic expression among Mystics for
the 'six planes'."

The Seven Planes of Consciousness', often referred to»
are. Intellect, Lower Inspiration, Intuition, Insight, Higher Ins
piration, Illumination...the Sixth Plane, which is only experi
enced by the greatest saints...and Christ-Consciousness. The
Seventh Plane'is separated by a great gulf from the Sixth
plane, and no one can cross it and attain Christ-consciousness
without the aid of a Perfect Master)."

(Vide -THE AWAKENER-, Volume 1, No. 3, page 7)

Question 71. What is God?

Ans. What is not God? God is Existence, Infinite and Eter
nal. Everything is God.

Though everybody in Existence is nothing but God, the di
fference between Meher Baba and us human beings is that
Meher Baba is simultaneously and continuously conscious of
both his Godhood and manhood; wa are conscious only of our
manhood.

Question 72. Why has God treated this Universe?

Ans. Meher Baba answered thus: "Who says GOD has cre

ated this warld? Wa have created it by our own imagination.
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God is Supreme, Independent. When we say He has created
this Illusion, we lower Him and His Infinity; He is beyond all
this. Only when we find Him in ourselves and even in our day-
to-day life, then do all doubts vanishi We then know Him, and
therefore, we have not even to think about Him. Do you ever

have to think as to whether you are a man, or a woman? The
answer Is: *No*, because you know you are a man. So It is,
when we become God. Unless and tintil vi/e experience this
supreme Knowledge, it is all mere talk, reasoning, .logic, and
theory i .

(Vide "The Awakener", Vol. I, No. 2, page 11).

Question 73. What does Meher Baba mean by 'God'?

Ans. *'God cannot be theorized; God cannot be discussed,
God cannot be argued about; God cannot be explained; God can
not be understood; God can only be lived by losing ourselves in
Him through LOVE. GOD IS LOVE. INFINITE LOVE IS GOD.
Love God ...and you will find that your se/f is nothing but
qqcI/* —(Meher Baba).

"YOU AND I ARE NOT WE, B\JT ONE." {Meher Baba)

Question 74. What, in a nutshell. Is Meher Baba's philosophy

of the "DIVINE THEME"?

AOS. "Due to the Original 'Lahar' (e=Whim), the Undon-

scious Infinite "I" was simultaneously confronted with (i) Gon-
sclousness, (ii) "Who am I?", and (ill) Illusion—and manifested

into Innumerable finite **l-s" and said:

*[ am stone*; 'I am metal'; 'I am vegetable'; *1 am worm*;

*1 am fish'; *1 am bird'; 'I am animal'; *1 am man'; 'I am woman*;

*1 am body'; *1 am energy'; 'I am mind'. ,

When Illusion disappears, the Infinite "1" with Conscious
ness retained, says: 'I AM GOD'." ..
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"Reality pulls you towards itself, and Illusion pulls you

towards itself.

If you let go the pull .pf ReaMty, you get drowned in the
ocean of Illusion,

If you lean towards both, you get crushed.

So, through Love, )ft^o the pull of illusion and become
One with Reality."

{y\6Q "The Awakener". Vol. iv, No.3, Page 2.)

Question 75. Kow to love God?

Ans. Meher Beba ence answered: "How to love God?
How do you love anything? If a man falls in love, say, with a
beautiful girl, what happens, then? No system or principle ex
ists for him. He wijl not mind ridicule. If people call him mad,
he does not mind it.

One should become lost in the idea of possessing the Be
loved by hook or by crock. When you are prepared in your
heart of hearts to gain Unjon with God, at the cost of life and
in the face of ridicule of the whole world, then, perhaps, you
may be said to have "entered the Lane of Divine Love".

' We should love God as He ought to be loved. (Baba ex
plained thus): Because iri the very beginning, tmagination gave
a twist to Substance and thus gave importance to Shadow, we,

who are eternally Free,' find ourselves Bound, having lost our
Original Self in the mazeiof Illusion. Therefore, in spite of po
ssessing Infinite Bljss, we have to experience misery, worries,

doubts, failure and helplessness.

"When, in a flash, the Real Knowledge comes, that we are
not what we seem, but are that Infinite One, then all worries

disappear, because in reality "Sukh" (^pleasure) and "Dukh"
( = misery) do not exist. To get rid of this persistent isnorsnc©



and to know the true value of Reality, we have to experience
God; and, GOD, who is the Breath arid Life of our lives, can
only be experienced through honest LOVE.

We have to love Him silently and honestly even in our
everyday life. Whilst eating, drinking, talking and doing all
our duties, we can still LOVE GOD CONTINUOUSLY, without
letting anyone know. ■ When GOD is found, you can have no
idea what Infinite Bliss and Peace is gained. I give you all My
Love, so that some day, YOU CAN LOVE GOD AS HE OUGHT
TO BE LOVED".

(Vide "The Awakener". Vol. I, No. 2, pages 11-12).

'To love God in the most practical way is to love our fe

llow, beings. If we feel for others in the same way as we feel
for our own dear ones, we love God.

"If, instead of seeing faults in others, we look within our
selves, we are loving God.

"If, instead of robbing others to help ourselves, we rob
ourselves to help others, we are loving God.

'If wve suffer in the sufferings of others and feel happy in
fhe happiness of others, we are loving God.

"If, instead of worrying over our own misfortunes, we
think of ourselves more fortunate than many many others, we
are loving God.

'If we endure our lot with patience and contentment, acce-
Pfing it as His Will, we are loving God. ^

'If we understand and feel that the greatest act of devotion
and Worship to God is not to hurt or harm any of His beings,
•we are loving God.

To love God as He ought to be loved^ we must live for
God and die for God, knowing that the goal of life is to love
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God, and find Him as our own Self —(MEHER BABA).

Question 76. What does Meher Baba say about the Masters

of the FaatT

Ans. "Christ, Buddha, Mohammed, Zoroaster, Krishna,

and other Masters were ail, in reality, the embodiment of the

same Divine Self-Consciousness, manifesting according to the

needs of different periods and of different countries".

—(Meher Baba).

Question 77. What does Meher Baba think about the

♦BHAGWAT GIFa'?

Ans. Because Sri Krishna was born among the Hindus, it
is therefore considered that the Bhagavat Gita is a book (scrip
ture) of the Hindus; but its message is not only for the Hindus,
but for the entire Humanity. If the nations living on this Earth
act upon its teachings, then love and harmony will reign supre
me on this Earth and all clashes, controversies and disharmonies
are vanished"—(from Gita Ke Mukh Upadesh, page 24, Februa
ry 1935 containing Inaugural Address while inaugurating the
bhagavat gita conference in Multan, by Mr. Roshanlal
Chaudhury (Rai Saheb), Additional District Magistrate, Multan).

Question '/g. What does Meher Baba feel about Guru-Nanakji?
Ans. Meher Baba once was met by some Sikhs at Dehra

Dun (U. P. in India), Baba turned to one of them and asked him
to repeat the favourite hymn of Guru Nanak, the Sikh Master.
After the hymn was recited, Baba adviced them to follow the
meaning and spiritual significance of that hymn with understan
ding and love. Meher Baba then added thus:—

"If, when we grow up, we become like children, child-like
(not childish), then, we can love God: because, to love God,
we have to be desireless, except with the one desire, the one
longing, to be united with God, So, when we grow up and
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^®conrie child-like, (not childish), we can then honestly love
^od. We then find God everywhere. Nothing can shake, alter,-
f  (hinder) that perpetual happiness; but,, we must first be

"onest seekers of TRUTH.

Gfeat Masters have taught us to thrnk and act in all humi-

'NANAK-JI who was god P'lflsbNIFIED, acted as
3nak-Das ( = servant)'

(Vide "7-/?e Vol. I, No. 2j 'pagea.)
Theosophists think about Meher

Ans. Many seasoned Theosophists vyho have a correct un-
^srstanding of real 'Theosophy' do understand Meher Babe's
utterances and teachings quite correctly. They find it is all The
osophy, often better expressed than in Theosophical literature.
They feel that the three-fold objects of the Theosophical Socie
ty are typified in the life and teachings of Meher Baba, and that
Meher Baba is the living symbol of this ideal trinity. Some
have a conviction that Meher Baba is of the Great Wnite Lodge
of Masters, and some believe that the WORLD TEACHER who
has been and is working to create a New World Order is He.
They all are unanimous that the magnitude of Meher Baba's
Personality is versatile, many-sided and immeasurable.

Questfoa 80. What has Meher Baba got to say to the
"atheists" ?

-Ans. Meher Baba said once: "Everyone is an athiest till he
finds God by actual experfeme. It is better to be an athiest
®nd be honest in words and deeds, than to pose as a lover of
God and lead a dishonest life. GOD IS IN DEPENDENT. He
needs no worship. He only needs that we be honest".

(Vide "THE A tVAKENER", Vol. I, No. 2; page 11).
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Qnes(ion 81. Are not Bis followers d'oiiig a sort of propa
ganda for Meher Eaba ?

Ans, On the contraTyv his followers are lovingly obliging
those who have not yet heard about Meher Baba by spending
their .o.wn money to --glvBroutt^thie prop'et Trtfdrln'ation about Him
and His Work—so that the children of the present generation
do not blame Meher-Baba^ followers for not having irifd'rmed
them (the children) and their parents of the Presence' of the *
Avatar on the Earth. Further, the lovers of Meher Baba feel it
a duty and a pleasure to'sh^re this precious love with others.
That is the least they would do.-

Question Si. It is said that "a Prophet is not honoured in his
own lifetime", "not honoured-in his own native-pi ace". Does that
not also apply to Meher Baba ?

Ans. No. Somehow, unique is Meher Baba in this respect.
He is honoured in his own lifetime and has a wide range of
followers of lovers—(He never calls them 'devotees', but as
'lovers') In all strata of society in several places of the world.
Wherever He chose to pay personal visits, the number of - follo
wers are more than in other places where His name and messa
ges have been spread by His lovers. In his own Birth-town
(Poona, Maharashtra State, India). He is honoured by the peo
ple and also the Governments. Recently, the Government app
roved of the installation of a marble plaque in the Bassoon Hos
pital where he was born reading thus; "AVATAR MEHER BABA
WAS BORN THIS HOSPITAL ON 25TH FEBRUARY 1894" and

such a plaque was installed by-the Deputy Speaker of the Ma

harashtra State Legislative Assembly on 9th Dec. 1968. In the
country of his father (Iran or Persia), he has a great following
and people are eager to meet Him in large numbers and to obey
Him implicitly.

He is'modern' in everyrespect. He embraces His lovers



(be they poor, or sick or blind, or lepere or convicts in prisons,
people in the film-world, sportsmen, journalists, women, chil

dren, etc.). He never allows anyone jo touch His feet (as is

the ceremonial with other Saints or Great Mahatmas). He never

wears any ochre robes, or grows aboard, or has any out-of-

the-ordinary appearance. He sometimes plays jokes, plays and

sits and allows His lovers to move freely with Him.

"It is difficult to interpret Meher Baba's actions. On some
occasions, (referring to the game of cards), Baba said: "You do
hot knovv vvhat internal work I api doing while playing cards. In
the world, many people play cards, but the playing of cards

here is qujte different. It is because it is God playing cards."—

—(Vide "The Awakener'', Vol. X, No. 4, page 10).

Question 83. What are the books and literature by and about
Meher Baba, and where can they be had ?

Ans. The important and bigger books now available are:
"GOD-MAN", "GOD SPEAKS", "LISTEN, HUMANITY",
"THE EVERYTHING AND THE NOTHING", "DISCOURSES",

"BEAMS FROM MEHER BABA", "LIFE AT ITS BEST".

There are many other smaller publications and tracts. The
merer BABA CENTRES often distribute free literature also.
Some have been translated in other languages, Indian and
foreign. The important current Journals are: "THE AWAKENER",
"Glow international", "merer pukar", "avatar
Merer", "MEHER YUGA", "the avatar". From time to
time, Baba's Mandali issued lengthy "NEWS-LETTERS and

His Secretary issued "CIRCULARS"—which are circulated to all
^he Centres and through them to the public. (Avatar Meher
^aba Trust, King's Road, Ahmednagar, Maharashtra State) and
all the various MEHER BABA CENTRES scattered throughout
India and all parts of the World would be happy to be of service
In anyone by giving information and all facilities for obtaining
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all books, Iifera!u're, e!c., by and about Meher Baba. ]

Question 84. What is the Key-book by or about Meher Baba

whicb one is advised to read ?

Ans. It is best to read ail the books containing the Discou

rses and Messages of Meher Baba. But, the one BIBLE to al

ways read (and read several times till it is assimilated). Is the

book called "GOD SPEAKS". Baba Himself has so often said:

"Take My advice and accept "GOD SPEAKS" as the final au
thority. Nothing of its kind has been recorded before". "There
Is no need to read other books."

—{y\de "The Awakener", Vol. X, No.4, page 24). ^
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SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR THE 75 th BIRTHDAY

( 25tlii February, 1969")>

"To Iove> MeTor whatT'inay- give you is not Idviflg-^Mi at alfj*
To sacrifice anything in ray cause to gain S3inething for yourself is

like a blind man sacrifici ig his eyes for sight, 1 am the divine be
loved worthy.of being loved because / am Love. He who loves me
because-of ithis will be blessed with unlimited sight and will see Me
as / /Im" — (MEHER- BABA).

AVATAR MEHER BABA'S MESSAGES FOR SOME OF-

HIS BIRTHDAYS

For the 74th Birthday (25tb Feb. 1968) ;

"...Love makes the Formless and Infinite become enformed
and finite as the GOD-MAN among men. Love Me more and ,
more because for the sake of Love, I have come among you... .

Let My lovers rejoice...because soon...something great will
happen that has never happened before,..That which is to hap
pen...will be SOMETHING GREAT, something that has never

happened before, something that will not happen again for
billions and billions of years ... 'The ■ SOMETHING GREAT will
happen of a sudden, not in developing,stages. People® will go
about their daily affairs unaware till the moment of its happen
ing..."

"On this My apparent physical'Birthdapy,-1 send^fny'homage'"

and obeisance to My lovers who live for Me and -wouldj if r
ordered, die for Me."

For tbe 73rd Birthday (25th Feb. 1967) ;

"Births and deaths are illusory phenomena. One really
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dies when one Is born to live as God, the Eternal Who Is be-
yond both birth end death".

"I will be with you all who gather for My Birthday to cele
brate My being among you. I am wherever My lovers are. I
give My love and blessings to each of My lovers..."

For the 72ild Birthday (25th Feb. 1966):

(1) Be composed In the Reality of My Love, for all con
fusion and despair In your own shadow which will vanish when
I speak THE WORD.

(2) Shun those masters who are like multi-coloured elect
ric signs that flash on and off, brightening the dark sky of your
world for a moment and leaving you In darkness again.

(3) I am the Sun which Is hidden by the shadow of your-
self. Cease thinking that you are your shadow, and you will,
lind that the Sun which I am Is your own Reality.

(4) All that frightens and confuses you and grips you with
despair is your own shadow. When the Sun of LOVE manifests'
in Its Glory^ and all faces are turned towards that Radiance, all
shadows will have disappeared—even the memory of them will
have vanished.

(5) I am the joy In your heart and the despair of your mind ;
—for Love can attain which the Intellect cannot fathom. j

(S) A post, to stand erect and firm, must have its butt-end
sunk well Into the ground. Likewise, my lover needs to have'
the base of his faith deeply embedded in My Divinity, if he '
would remain steadfast In his love.

Fbr the tlst Birthday (25ih Feb. 1965) : '

"Be true to the trust I repose in you and remember Me
wholeheartedly. My Love'and blessings to you".

'All talk about the path and the goal Is as a lantern carried
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by a blind man. A blind man needs a staff in his. hand;, the
seeker needs his hand in the GOD-MAN'S".

For the "JOlh Birthday (25th Feb. 1964) :
'The aim of life is to love God, The goal of life is to be

come one with G c d. The surest and quickest way to achieve
this goal is to hold on to My 'dsarran' by .loving Me nipre and
Tiore. I have suffered much and will have to suffer much more,

till I break My silence. I give My love to My lovers."

Although I take birth for all mankind, fortunate are those,
who love Me while I am still oh earth".

Throughout the ages, men have been deeply involved In,
the struggle for peace and happiness. It is this struggle that
lands them into chaos and misery. If nieh vifere ohiy to become
conscious of the fact that peace and happihess are hot to be'
fought for, but to be sought for within 'Oneself/• they vtfould'
abandon their fighting and be at peace with themselves aod the
vvorld".

* I have come not to teach, but to awaken—jo awaken, men
to that peace and happiness which cannot be obtained' thmugfi
struggle; neither can it be bargained about, nor borrowed, not
bestowed, for it is inherent in all".

For the 61 th Birthday (25th Feb. 1962) :

"On this anniversary of My Birthday, I give you My Bless
ings for the deathday of your false selves and for the Birthday
In Me of your One True Self.

It is open to every man to choose God or self, to flower
or to wither; and the choosing is continuous".

For the 67th Birthday (25th Feb. 1961) ;

I am the One Who Is always lost and found among man
kind. It is your love for yourself that loses Me and it is your
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love for Me that finds Me".

"Love Me above everything* for now, while I am, in you?

midst, I am most easily found as I teally am".

For the 65th Birthday (25th Feb. J959) :

"For ages, I have been giving in Silence My Sijent Message
of Love. You ask Me for a message from My Silence, but Silent

are the_words of My Silence. Silent is LOVE, and .th.e loyer,
loves My Silence, and silently adores Me in My, Silence".

"Every second in eternity, everyone of us is the same. One
indivisible God Who has no second ever, not even on the, 25th.
February 1959 I I ".

For the 60th Birthday (25th Feb. 1954) :

"I am,never born, I never die. Yet every moment I take
birth and undergo death. The countless illusory births and
deaths,are necessary in the progression of man's consciousness
^9 Truth;—a prelude.to,the Real Death and Real Birth. The Real
Death is when one dies to self; the Real Birth is when dying .to
self one is born in GOD to live for ever his Eternal Life consci"

ously", {y\AQ"THE GODMAN-, Page 215.)
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The following ere some of the "uttersnces" (conveyed
through gestuies or an alphabet-board) of Meher Baba and ate;
commended for care/ul study:—

"The time has come for the pre-ordained destractibn of
multiple separateness which keeps nfan away from expe#enciogi
the feeiling of unity and brotherhood. This' destroctioh wtHiciH
will'take place very soon, will cause thre'e^fourths'of th®vyetfdt
to be destroyed. The remaining one-fdtirth" will bebrbu'Q'ht fO'#'
gethep to live a life of concord and mutual undefstandiifigi thi^
establishing a feeling of oneness in all-feiro"W-'b€ifi^gSi Bdding'
them towards iasting happiness...Before I break My Silence, or
immediately after it, three-fourths-of the world wU| be destroy-^
ed, 1 shall speak soon to fulfil all that is shortly to come to
pass".

"I have come to sow the seed of love in your hearts so
thatj. In spite of all superficial diversity which your life in illU-;
sion must experience and endure, the feeling pf oneness,:
through iove, is brought about amongst all- the nations/ creedSif:
sects and castes of the world."

"When I speak that WORE), I shall lay the foUftdtftibh fdf '
that Which is to take place during the next severt huridred'yealfe/■
Wharr I come again after seven hundred-years, the* evolbfidrt
consciousness will have reached such an apex that^rnaterlalistlb
tendencies will be autonfiatically^-transn^uledinto^spifitU'al'Ibtl'g®-
ing, and the feeling of eqiialiry in universal brotherhtrOd wHf
prevail. This means that opuienoe and poverty, iiteracy and

N. B. The expressions 'speak', 'The Word off Words', 'bffeakliii'Ol'Siien-
ce', 'Maniffesiation' have special esoteric or Mystic meanihgs apd
significance and should not be understocd in the|^Dictionary ;$ense.
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illiteracy, jealousy and hatred, which are in evidence today in

their full measure, will then be dissolved through the feeling of

oneness of all men. Prosperity and happiness will then be at

their zenith."

"The breaking of My Silence and My uttering the One
Word of words—it was said in My own 'language' and simulta

neously in yours, because when 1 utter that WORD, it will be

an audible word to you...'The destruction of three-fourths of
the world'—it was said in My 'language' alone that which is
said in My own 'language' is impossible for you to understand,
however much you may all try to interpret and grasp the under
lying meaning behind My words. Only the fulfilment of events
can unfold to you, in due course, the meaning of what 1 said
in My own 'language', "

When 1 break My Silence, the world will come to know
that 1 AM THE ONE WHOM THEY WERE WAITING FOR".

I must break My Silence soon. You all who have come in
to contact with Me, will have some glimpse of Me. Some will
have a little, some a little more, and some still more. When
the Power-house is switched on, wherever there are electric
hulbs, and jf they have connection with the Power-house,
there will be light. If some of the bulbs are of high candle-
power, the light will be bright. If some of the bulbs are of low
candle-power, the light will be little. If the bulb is fused,
there will be no light at all...The Power-house is to be switched
on and all connected with it will be enlightened; it will be not
only here, but throughout the world. That is why 1 have been
telling you all to love me more and more. All this talk of
books, literature, is good for preparing the ground, but the
time for the Power-house' to be switched on is so near that
the only thing that will count now is LOVE".

God has come again and again in various Forms, has spo
ken again and again in diffterent words and different languages
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it?...God's Truth cannot be Ignored;, and thus, by tnankjnd's
ignorance and weakness, a tremendous adverse re-action is
produced—and the world finds itself in a cauldron of suffering:

through wars, hate, conflicting ideologies, and neture's re*
hellion in the form of floods, famines, earthquakes, epidemics
and other disasters. Ultimately, when the apex is reached,
God manifests anew in human form to guide mankind to the
destruction of its 'self-created evil', that it may be re
established in the Divine Truth...".

Of my own, I shall not break My Silence; Universal Crisis
will make Me do so. When the Crisis will reach its culminationj;

't will make Me utter the WORD at that moment."

Circumstances are converging and fast gathering momen
tum towards precipitating the right rhoment, which will come
completely unawares at any time, any hour, any day. That
Moment is not far away..."

As Jesus came to impart spirituality to a materialistic age#
so have I come to impart a spiritual push to present-day man
kind. There is always a fixed time for such divine workings,
and when the hour is ripe, I shall reveal My true nature to the
entire world. The time is soon coming to give mankind a uni
versal spiritual belief which shall serve all races of people and
all countries. In other words, the way is being prepared to en
able Me to deliver a world wide message...I shall break My
Silence and deliver My Message only when there is a chaOS and
confusion everywhere, for then, I shall be most needed;...There
will be a long era of unique peace, a time of world tranquillity.
Disarmament will then no longer be a matter of talk, but an
actual fact. Racial and communal strife will cease, sectarian

hatred between religious organisations will come to an end..."

I will break My Silence and manifest when, on the one
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Hfend} Sci'en'de-fie^0he^Its highest level, and, on the other hand,

atiti-Qod'elerhents'rfee to'their peak. Accordingly my spiritual

leartlfestJffTi'bn vjl'i? also be- of the highest. When I break MV*

Sfeneei -th^werld-vvMil be shaken Into realization of Who I Am.

V\Stei?|fbfeak KflV'Sllence, the*impact will jolt the world out Of'
|t(§ spldteallethargy> ahd will push open the hearts of all who
le veM'ean'd who are connected- with Me. What will happen"

when" I' break My Silence, is what has never happened before''.

"When an atom Is 'split' an> infinite amount of energy Is re
leased. Similarly, when My Silence Is broken and I utter the

infrfilte WlscrotiiTwill' be released...When' an atom' bomb

slirikeS'the'earth, it causes vast devastation. Similarly, whem
the WORD I utter strrk%'s the Universe, there will be a* great'

material destruction, but there will also take place a trerrien-

^ou^ SPimruAi UPHEAVAL".

:  ''Justus an atpm bomb, vvhich In itself Is so small, when-,
exploded, causes tremendous havoe,,. so, when He (Baba)
breaks His Silence, the universal spiritual upheaval that will
take^piicfe wHI be'semethlrtg-that'no one can describe,..".

Scientists will soon discover a little of what I say. There
are IS.QCO vvorids that-are Inhabited by human beings. In some,

the pepple are extremely Intelligent, In others less, and In still
others, still less. None of them who live in these worlds have

any experience of the subtle or the mental worlds. People from

those wprldsi.must,be born on this Earth to experience the sub

tle and the mental worlds. This is an Avatarie Age, and a-

Special Avataric Age, as I am observing Silence. Science and
anti-God elements will reach their zenith before I break My
Silence.. So My Manifestation will also be the Greatest. Brea
king of My Silence-will be-as forceful as-hundreds of thousands

of-.atom borribs exploding. Science Is practically heading to Its
zenith today because of the very intelligent souls of the other

worlds^GPrrrifirgidown hefe= (tO this our Earth). Our population
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Is Increasing by leaps and bounds for the same reason that souls
are migrating from other worlds as they want a human body on
this Earth in this Avataric Age".

"I have been saying: the Time is near, it is fast approaching;
°lt is close at hand. Today I say: THE TIME .HAS CGMi. Re»
member this." (13th Oct. 1S68). ' • •

"I perform no miracles, and will perform none, until I
manifest on breaking My outward silence. When I will perform
the One and Only Miracle, whose greatness and glory you oatl-
not even imagine, and which will benefit not only those around
Me, but the whole world...each and every being in conscious"
ness.... The moment I break My silence and utter that Original
Word, the first and last miracle of Baba in this life wwill 1^® P®''
formed. When I perform that miracle, I won t raise the deadj
"but I will make those who live for the world, dead to the worl
and live in God. _ I won't give sight to the blind, but willmake
people blind to Illusion and make them see God as Reality.

"When the first WHIM surged In God in the Beyond State^
.He felt the urge of '/ want to know MY SELF'. In this firsi
desire, was embodied the first binding which manifested Into
form, and in this process, the first urge abbreviated simply to
V want'.

"The soul has forgotten that the 'want* really Is to knoW
the Self, and so through countless forms it continues to feel
^nly that '/ warv. It is only in the last phases of the involution
Of consciousness that the perfect man remembers that actually
he IS GOD, Who had wanted to know HIMSELF".

"Books and discourses will not bring about one*s epirituaf
regeneration. Mind cannot be annihilated by mind, as one
cannot jump over oneself. Only by loving Me as I ought to be
loved, can the mind be destroyed...In spile of all explanations
and reading of books, words remain mere words. They do not
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take one any further than mere intellectual satisfaction. Only

Love for GOD works the miracle, because Love is beyond mind

and intellect. Where then is the necessity to read? I AUTHO

RITATIVELY SAY: I AM THE ANCIENT ONE. I HAVE BEEN

SAYING THIS TO ALL THE WORLD. IF YOU LOVE ME WITH

ALL YOUR HEART, YOU SHALL BE MADE FREE ETER

NALLY."

"Be brave. Be happy. I and you ail are One. And the

Infinite that eternally belongs to Me 'will one day belong to
every individual "

"I am the ONE Who is always lost and found among man
kind."

'It is your love for yourself that Ipses ME; and it is your
love for ME that finds me."

"Love Me above everything for now, while I am in your
midst, I am most easily found as I really am".

"I say with My Divine Authority to each and all that who
soever takes My name at the time of breathing his lost comes to

ME. So, do not forget to remember Me in your last moments.

Unless you start remembering Me from now on, it will be diffi
cult to remember Me when your end approaches. You should

start practising from now on. Even if you take My name only

once every day, you will not forget to remember Me in your

dying moments."

"I repeat, I lay down no precepts. Wnen I release the tide

of Truth which I have come to give, men's daily lives will be

the living precept. The words I have not spoken will come to

life in them.

"I veil myself from man by his own curtain of ignorance,

and manifest my glory to a few. My presnt Avataric form is

the last incarnation of this cycle of time, hence my manifests-
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of my love will be universal, and all life in creation will know,
feel and receive of it. It will help every individual to break
himself free from his own bondage in his own way. I am the
DIVINE BELOVED, who loves you more than you can love your
self. The 'breaking of rny silence' wiil help you to help yoiir*
self in knowing your real Self."

"All this yyorid confusion and chaps was inevitablp and no
one is to blame. What had to happen has happened; and vyhaf
has to happen will happen. There was and is no way out except
through my coming in your midst. I had to come, and I have
come. I AM THE ANCIENT QNE".

"Through endless tirpe Gp^'s gr,eatejsJ,giSt is Gontin,ppusly
9iven in silence. But when cpm9lStp\y dp^*
to the thunder of His Silence, God incarnates as Man. The Un
limited assumes the limited, to shake Maya-drugged humanity
to a consciousness of its true destiny and to give a spiritual
p.us.h tQ the vyorld by His physipal p/ipseqpfi p,rt partly W
'the body for His Universe! work, tp bp c|i®S5tdod, ip fipll saprjr
fice as soon as it has served its purposp^'*

"I am not limited by this Form. I use it Hke a garment to
make myself visible to you; and I communicate With you. Don <t
try to understand me. My depth is uhfathomable. dust love
me. 1 eternally enjoy the Christ-state of consciousness, aiid
^hen I speak, I shall manifest my true Self; besides igiving a
general push to the whole world, I shall lead all those Who
Gome to me toward Light and Truth."

"The benefits that shall accrue to different nations and

Countries when I bring about the spiritual upheaval will be lar
gely determined by the amount of energy each possesses. The

greater the energy... however misapplied...the greater the res**

ponse."
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"Experience is not the goal, vision is not the goal, but Union

with God is the goal. In order to attain this goal. My Grace is

necessary. For My Grace, you should resign to My Will. When

the climate is cold, it is good to take wine, but if it is hot and

you get sweaty and if you take wine, you may get high blood

pressure. Therefore, do not ask for it. I will give it at the right

time". — (Vide "The Awakener", Vol. X, No. 4, page 23).

"It is easy to love Me, because I am LOVE. But it is difficult
to love Me with that Love by which I am attained".

"God's first word was 'WHO AM I ?'.

God's last word is 'I AM GOD'.

And the Word that I, the GODMAN, will utter soon will be
the sound of MY INFINITE SELENCE".

"The real untouchables are those who cannot enter the
temple of their own hearts and see the Lord therein."

"Jesus Christ knew that it was not possible for men to love
Gcd, therefore. He said: 'Come unto Me, follow Me*. That is all
that is needed for you all."

"In Avataric periods, one does not necessarily have to make

these inward journeys by stages (referring to a chart given by
Him concerning THE FOUR JOURNEYS, vide the book THE EVE

RYTHING AND THE NOTHING). If you have the Grace of the

Avatar, He just takes you from where you are to where you
should be, where God wants you to be. There is no need for

"trains" or "planes" when He is here I I"

"Why not lose yourself, so that you can come to Me I I

Forget your worries and find Me within you. When I give out

the WORD, let it touch your heart. It will give you such happi

ness that the loss of even millions of dollars will not matter.

No amount of money can give you that experience I I The time

must come when I will give My WORD. Meanwhile, I want
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^'ffyeAM^3^^herVVoi.lX,Nds/i&2,page37);'

"...(To His workers): you are older and are beginning to
fe^iize that there Is a greater work ahead of ydu-fh'an What you
have been doing.... It is not a different work to what you have
been doing already...it is the same "work done //? a Hifhreni
yfl/ay. that way is THE'WAY Of EFFACEMBNt. Which means

more you work for Me, the jess important yod feel in youf2
^  If YOU MUST ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT I ALOn£ DO Mf
^^ORK Although only the one who has become ONE WITH GOO

serve and work for all, I allow you to work for Me, so that
have the opportunity to use your talents and capacities se/f^

so as to draw closer to Me. You should newer think

In your work for Me, you arebenefiting others,fOr by being
•''^trumental in bringing others to Me, you ere benefiting youm
'"If. My work is your opportunity. But, when you allow yourself
lo intervene between you and My work, you are allowing the.
work to take you away from Me. When you put My .work before,
yourself, the work will go alright, although not necessarily^
smoothly. And when work does not go alright, it means you^
have put yourself between it and its accomplishment. TheWAYj
OF MY WORK IS THE WAY OF EFFACEMENT, which is the way
of strength, not of weakness; and through it, you become ma
ture in My Love. At this stage, you cannot know what real Love
js, but through working for Me as you should work for Me, you
will arrive at that ripeness where, in a moment, I can give you
that which you have been seeking for millions of years".—'
(Vide "The Awakener", Vol. IX, Nos. 1-2, pages 30-40).

"Unity in the midst of diversity can be made to be felt only

by touching the very core of fhe/jearf. That is the work for
which I have come.

''I have come to sow the seed of love in your hearts so

that, insplte of all superficial diversity, which your life in
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iltusion must experience and endure, the feeling of oneness

through Love is brought about amongst all the nations, creeds,

sects and castes of the world.

"In order to bring this about, I am preparing to break my si

lence. When I break my silence, it wili not be to fill your ears

with spiritual lectures. I shall speak only ONE WORD, and this

Word will penetrate the hearts of all men and make even the so-

called sinner feel that he is meant to be a saint, while the saint

will know that God is in the sinner as much as He is in him

self."

"When I say that My manifestation is connected with the
breaking of My Silence, people should not expect an outpouring
of verbosity. I will utter the Word of words that will irresistibly

impart to those who are ready the *l-am-God* {Anal Hag or
Aham Brahma Asmi) state.

"My mission is to utter this Word of Truth which will pierce
the mind of the world and go to its very heart. It will convey

the simple Truth in its utter and indefinable simplicity. It will
mark the moment of fulfillment of the Divine Life. It will throw

open new gates to eternity. It will bring new hope to despair

ing humanity.

"The Word that I will speak will go to the world as from
Godj not as from a philosopher; it will go straight to its heart.
With the dawn of realization of the Unity of all life, hatred and
dissension will come to an end. There will be unfaltering Love
and unfailing understanding, and men shall be united in an in

violable Brotherhood based on the realised Oneness of God...

"Be ye guided by Love and Truth. This is the simple way

that leads to God. Not by the endless manoeuvring of alluring

illusions, but by loyalty to the Unchangeable Truth, can ye hope
to be established in abiding peace,

"When I speak, it will be only One Divine Word; but it will
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be the Word of Words, or the Manifestation of Truth. This word
will have to be hearkened by the heart, and /?of merely by the
mind. It will go home to you and bring you the awakening...

"The silence which I have been observing for the pas} (forty
four) years is a call from the Silence of unfathomable PlvlnltVi.
Invite that Divinity Into your hearts so that you may become
permanently established In the Immortality of universal llfe.....^
(My) Sllence,..ls not Intended to veil My Truth, but to manifest

*'...The time Is rapidly approaching when a tidal wave will
rise in the Ocean of Grace. Then the usual process by which
L water In the rivers flow Into the ocean will be reversed and
the ocean water will rush through the river-beds. Be prepareto receive this overflow of Grace......"-

" constructive and creative forces which will redeem hu-
■  . ' r^lso being released. Though the working of the cons-manity are a ^^^out the transformation

rr,: v::-: te p.. .« wo.m ,
,„,t, d'islWnMtion of tho Eternal Truth

"The New Hurhanity to omerge out of the travail of preeeni
struggle and suffering will not Ignore Science or .Is pract.cal

Nations It Is a mistake to look upon Science as antr-sprrr-
slienM is a help or hindrance to Spirituaiity accordingtual. Scien ti,- progress of humanity is

to the use to which It IS p
assured only with Science an
coming Civilisation of the Ntvv .. .

not in intellectual doctrines, hut in Iking spmtual expanenca
§ I

,••••• •

"The NEW HUMANITY will come into existence in the re
lease of Love through the spiritual awakening brought about by
the Masters.e.Humanlty will attain to a new mode of being
through the free interplay of LOVE from heart to heart,..LOVE
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will establish peace, harmony and happiness in social, national
and international spheres, and shine in its purity and beauty

"DIVINE LOVE is the expression of Divinity, and through

Divine Love, the New Humanity will be in harmony with the

Divine Plan. Through Divine Love, the New Humanity will

learn the art of co-operative and harmonious life. It will free

itself from the tyranny of forms and release the creative life of

spiritual wisdom; it will shed illusions and get established in
the Truth; it will enjoy peace and abiding happiness; it vyill be
initiated into the life of Eternity...".

"Avataric periods are the springtide of Creation. They bring
a new release of power, a new awakening of consciousness, a
new experience of life—not merely for a few, but for all. Qua
lities of energy and awareness, which had been used and enjoy
ed by only a few advanced souls, are then made available for
all humernty. Life, as a whole, is lifted to a higher level of
consciousness and geared to a new rate of energy. The transi
tion from sensation to reason was one such step; the trensition
from reason to intuition will be another ".

"BLESSED ARE THEY WHO HEAR ABOUT ME BEFORE !•
BREAK MY SILENCE".

"It is more important for people to come to know about ME

at present, than after I manifest as the Avatar of the age".

''The Real Baba can never grow old; the Real Baba is eter

nal. Who is this Real Baba...Whom He says we have never seen?

This 'Real Baba' is our Real Self that is in each and everyone of.

us, but whom we have not yet realized....Whom we have not
yet joined in the eternal marriage of Love, Knowledge and Bliss
Infinite "

"Baba is what He is; I was Baba, I am Baba, and shall



evermore remain Baba".

"You are one of my rocks on whom I can depend. I car?
promise you definitely that you will always be near Me untif
you become One with Me I want you to make Me your
constant companion...think of Me more than you .think of your^

self. The more you think cf Me, the more you will realize My
,j.ove for you. Your duty is to keep Me constantly with you
throughout your thoughts, speech and actions....

"Out of millions, only one loves God; out of millions of

such lovers, only one succeeds in obeying and finally in surren

dering his whole being to God the Beloved ".

"One of the essentials is that a man should have faith

Faith may be strong and vital, or it may be weak and lukewarm...
A living faith is always born of some deep experience which the
Master imparts it is not easy for you to understand; though
J am here with you in this place, 1 am also everywhere at the
eame time Faith in the Master, therefore, becomes the
chief motive-power for realizing the divinity which is latent in
man Faith in the Master becomes all-important, because if
nourishes and sustains faith in oneself and faith In life, in the

very teeth of setbacks and failures, handicaps and difficulties,

limitations and failings " "The consciousness of those
who leave their hold on all except their life of obedience to
Me, shall transcend all limitations of the intellect .

Man knowingly suffers for God, but God as Avatar know
ingly Suffers for one and all beings and things You see Me in
this Physjj;g| but every moment I am crucified. Only those
fortunate ones know this. I suffer as no one could suffer. I suffer
because I lo^g -

"God has been everlastingly working in Silence, unobser
ved, unheard, except by those who experience His Infinite Si
lence Those who have got the courage and wisdom to sur-
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render themselves to a Perfect Master are the recipients of His

Grace "The Divine Beloved is always with you, in you.
and around you. Know that you are not separate from Him...'*,

"Believe Me that I am the Ancient One. Do not doubt that

for a moment. There is no possibility of My being any one else...
1 am not this body that you see. It is only a coat that I put on
when I visit you,. I communicate with you through words
best fitted to your understanding. If I used the language of My
own Consciousness, you would not know what I am talking
about. Don't try to understand Me When the Infinite and
Changeless works though the finite and changing, the channels
are necessarily varied and unlimited I do My work cease
lessly Do not try to understand the method of My working.
Do not worry or question. JUST OBEY Do not worry about

their seeming contradictory or oscillating. I know what has to
be done. I know how it is to be done. It is for you to do what I
say. Do not be concerned with anything else I am the Root
of everyone and everything. I CAN NEVER DIE: LOVE ME OBEY

me and you will find Me. Think of Me, remain cheerful in all
your trials and I am with you and helping you Complete

self-confident and unquestioning Love becomes possible when
the disciple (lover) has faith in the Master (the Beloved)

' I have taken the form of Man to take on the suffering of

Man... Don't forget I am God. I know all. Simply do as I say".

"Meher Baba wants you to know that your sufferings have

brought you to Him He says that He has been with you in

your dark hours, and will continue to be with you and help you,

if you firmly hold on to Him."

"L 4m the Expected One wha will also be the Accepted One
wliiie I Am yet io this body. All will know Me when I manifest,

but those who know and love Me now are the really fortunate."



"...Even when I pass off, I shall be there amongst you
..." (Vide 'The Awakener', Vol. VIII, No, 3, page 3).

"Those who are united In Love, know no separation.
Wherever I am, wherever you are, I am always with you.

* Anytime a person's thoughts turn truly to me, I am truly
with him." —(Meher Baba).

On meher BABE'S BEING "DEAD

Who is Meher Baba? Baba is your Real Self externally mani-
fest. Because we are habit-bound (conditioned) to looking
outward, Baba in His Infinite compassion has taken a form for
us, so that we can see Him (Our Real Self).

Wjo is He? He is yea as yes REALLY are,
ce oO that collection of people you call •
so difficult to identify who YOU are-apart tron
Within YOU-Baba tells you. There is and don't
His is the language of SILENCE; but He has a voic . -
forget. He asserts that He knows EVERYTHING, in learning to
listen (called stillness) you begin to hear ^.^^n^^than
never mistake Baba's voice once you hear' • ^OVE
a voice speaking from SILENCE in stillness. He is

\ tn see ourself, BabaBecause we look outward (away from)
takes a bfidy and lives a life that is a mirror. i„„nntn

j. yyiien we Iook into
®ach other's eyes, we see ourself fragmanteo,
ii ♦ this mirrvt lo loHis eyes, we see ourself whole. To look into TfUth and
See unblemished purity, radiant Love, all-knowing ^
l^eauty effulgent. Though the mirror has "O

j,,mh in speaKing,
hame .VIEHER BABA—so that our tongue, that He is closer to
Can say the name of the Speaker. Baba says tna ^
fs than even our breath,..When you learn to see, an
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into this mirror,—only by His Grace,..you realize that there is

no mirror: there is only Your Real Self, seeing it-SELF, being it-

SELF, biissfully adoring it-SELF.

However, because we learn slowly, to reach this seeing with
our I, Baba gives us time—it is only in time that awareness of
growth can seem to be. And BABA is infinitely patient: He has
all the Time there ever was and shall be, and is all now. He waits
for in His knowing who we really are (Himself), He knows that
sooner or later in the illusion of time, everyone comes to Hinfi*
for there is nowhere (now-here) else to go, there .is nothing
else to do, there is no-one else to be. BABA is everyone and
everything—and is Beyond everyone and everything—and being
everyone and everything. He displaces nothing, HE IS LOVE...

Consciously or unconsciously, we are all searching fof

we REALLy are. We look everywhere, and with the mind, twe

attempt to untangle our continuous experience of what

calls "superficial diversity" in the struggle to extricate ourself
so we can know ourself. And we keep falling into the trap d'
looking with the mind for the source of our being, as if
ing were contained in our mind!!! And because we host so many

strangers (desires), we do not see our-SELF, because ah
see are the strangers (wanting). There is no end to wanting
and no end of things to want, and so we are not content, and
STILLNESS eludes us.

What is it we really want?—an end to wanting. It is called
fulfilment—of yearning, of longing, of seeking, of feeling lost,
of feeling alone and afraid, of feeling separate. We assert our

separateness (out of ignorance); MEHER BABA asserts our ONE
NESS (out of Knowledge). What we want is peace. Everyone

wants peace or happiness. Because we do not know WHO WE
ARE, we experience a lack, an emptiness, an aching void that

we are continuously trying to fill. LOVE IS THAT FULLNESS.



Baba tells us that In loving others, we love OUR-SELF, that
in serving others, we serve OUR-SELF, that in giving to others,
we give to OUR-SELF. We must become empty (of illusions) to

FULL We must DIE (to our desires) >to be born anew. Warnust want nothing to have everything. BABA IS EVERYOWE,
■  ■ a THE MEHER BABA in everyone, we serve onlyso in setvin forget, we too ARE THE BABA,

't^us not forget, let us not forget 1 1 1O, let ui «

In remembering THE BABA, we r6nn6mber who wGsr©, and
Vnnw who we are, we know all there is to know. Meher

i-ion'"W6 ,

^  us that all suffering IS our own labour of love to unveilpaba te ® Baba's will works out to awaken us to this
fjUt l_jjg Qrace pours out ceaselessly to receive, we must

is everywhere always.

not "DEAD". How can Baba die? HE IS ALIVEbaba 'S n Ne does not die when the body dies, nor is HaiN AEli ^ ' jg jjyjpiNlTE CONSCIOUSNESS, permeating
then born. " HE IS INFINITE LOVE HE IS THE
everything loves uS'MORE THAN WE CANdivine BE^LOV Because He IS, I AM. He assures us;
ever lOVE oursele.

rOMPOSED IN THE REALITY -OF MY LOVE, FOR
f  CONFUSION AND DESPAIR IS YOUR OWN

shadow WHICH WILL VANISH ,WHEN I SPEAK THE,
WORD •

may we ALL BE READY TO RECEIVE THIS WORD ■ OF
wOfiP^ i (

.Bv counosy ...MEHER BABA INFORMATION, Box No. 1101,
BERKELEY, Califotma (U.S.&.)
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"I want you to know that I will definitely break My Silence
and I want y6u to cling to My 'c/aaman' till the very end, irresJ
pective of whether I speak or not. I am the Highest of the
High and want you to LOVE ME, not for any material or spiritual
gam, nor for the impending 'breaking of My Silence* and 'My
Manifestation', but I want you to love Me for Myself as being
God in human form.** _ ̂eheR BABA

I would like you to bear in mind that you do not approach
Me with the thought of any worldly gain. Come to receive
MY LOVE...... Come prepared to receive not so much of My
words, but of My 'SILENCE' " _ MEHER BABA

The dark cloud hovers overhead. It is approaching very
fast. Only a few will hold on to Me those who are near to
Me, not in space, but In love. The rest will leave Me. The
39e-old experience will be repeated. In this incarnation, I have
a large following, but again, I will be left with a few. It is as
'  me there are many beautiful buildings, it took years
to build them^ but when an earthquake comes, they are destro
yed in a few seconds, only a few survive...."—MEHER BABA

(Vide; 'The Awakener', Vol. V, No. 3, page 7).

You will see Me only in memory. When I drop my body,
will remain in all who love Me. I can never die. Love Me,

obey Me. and you will find Me " — MEHER BABA
(Vide: Ibid)

My words can never be in vain. Whatever I have said
must and will come true. When it appears otherwise, it is due
to your ignorance and lack of patience **

— MEHER BABA

(Vide: "DIVYA VANI", dated 10-1-1963, Vol. 2, No. 3, page 9).
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The following sayings of the Great Ones (Hafiz and Eabir^
were often emphasis by Avatar Meher Baba:—

1. "Befitting a fortunate slave, carry out every command
of The Master without any question of 'Why* and

'What'

2. "About what you hear from The Master, never say it is

wrong because, my dear, the fault lies in your own in«
capacity to understand Him."

3. "I am slave Of The Master who has released me from
ignorance: whatever my Master does is of the highest
benefit to ail concerned."

— HAFIZ.

"Nothing that I have belongs to me.

All that 1 have belongs to You.

What will I lose if I surrender to You

What belongs to You?" — KABIR.
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